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STRIKERS DISARM
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AFFAIR

of War Lindley M. Garrison, Chief o'
Staff Major General Leonard Wood,
and .Major General J. B. Aleshire,

its first bail for the members of the
First regiment. The affair was a
big success. . In 1911, during a succeeding encampment, another dance
was given. It was a bigger success.
The dance last night, the third1 in the
series, eclipsed al'i the others. And
perhaps the dance to be given during
the encampment in 1915 will be still
better. The Optic's military ball has
become an established
feature of
every mobilization of the national MALCONTENTS IN COPPER FIELDS
guard on the range north of Las
OF MICHIGAN RESORT TO
Vegas. This paper has a warm spot
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in its heart for the national

THE
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this mummg tor the south and that
one wouid come out of Chihuahua today for uuarez.

L

ASSOCIATED FRE35 LEASED WIFE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

EXCLUSI V

yet reported to Juarez with his remit), cements. No passenger trains were
run over the lino today, although
was made last night that
a passenger tram would leave Juarez

J.

J
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GETTING READY A

quartermaster
general, spent this
morning inspecting Fort Bliss with a
On request of
view to enlargement.
the secretary of war no salute was
fired at the post and no "review of
troops was held.
At noon the party were guests of
the chamber of commerce at a lunAND MEN AT CAMP
cheon.
This afternoon patrol camp6 OFFICERS
MCDONALD PREPARING FOR
along the border were inspected. General Wood and Mr. Garrison inquired
OFFICIAL'S VISIT
into the situation at Madera, Chihuahua
where Americans are besieged by MexFOR ican bandits. The party goes west
EXECUTIVE TO EE INSPECTOR
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. THURSDAY,

TWO

EL RITO

NORHAllT RAP SHOOTER IS

BILL BE BUILT

HIT BY CHARGE

AI ONCE

OF SHOT

BURNED BUILDINGS WILL BE RE
PLACED BY MODERN STRUC
TURES; PLANS APPROVED

SANTA FE AGENT AT SAN ANTOTHOUGH BADLY HURT,
NIO,
LIKELY WILL RECOVER

NOT THE RIGHT

AMERICAN TEAM A
PLACE

By OMER CHAPUT.

"How dare you! I wonder if you
are still a gentleman and if you have
forgotten that I am a lady. Yes, sir,
I am a lady, remember it.
Fast and angry came the words
springing up from a cozy hammock
swinging between two apple trees.
She had been feigning sleep when
her cousin Arthur, approaching si
lently, coughed a little to wake her
up, and this being unsuccessful, he
gently leaned over her and, encir
cling her graceful head with his
hands, Implanted a long and sweet
kiss on the forehead, white as the
lily of the valley. It is hard to say
if It was the kiss or the pressure of
the hands on the temple. Perhaps
the kiss was too long, but Arthur
could not duplicate It, for Edith
stood up, her cheeks and forehead
covered with indignation.
"How" dare you!" Emphasizing her
words with little stamps of her foot
and grinding her pretty French heels
into the turf. "Have you become a
ruffian since your two years of absence in Paris? What do you take
me for? Do you still believe yourself
in the Quartier Latin, where girls may
be found to submit to such Importunities? What! Oh, what" But she
was out of breath. Her face was pale
and her eyes had a suspicion of moisture in them. Arthur saw his chance
and immediately availed himself thereof, saying:
"What do I take you for? I take
you for the sweetest little girl In
all the world. The temptation to take
that delicious kiss I could not resist;
I did not expect you to awaken, and
I am only sorry that I could not repeat the offense. Your anger is quite
right, I know, but I did not expect
such a fury from you. I am ready,
dear, to give back what I have stolen,
If you are willing."
"Enough! I am not trifling; keep
I will
your vulgar jokes to yourself.
not be a party to them. I am disappointed in you; I do not find the
jolly cousin and the refined gentleman
I remember of two years ago, when
you left to study medicine. Go away.
I do not want you to sit so close to

Albuquerque, N. M., July 24.
Accidentally shot in the head with a
load of No. 7 shot at a distance of 25
feet by F. Quinn while trap shooting
at San Antonio, N. M., yesterday, G.
H. Justice, Santa Fe agent at San Antonio for ten years past, was brought
to St. Joseph's hospital here last night.
Examining surgeons report that none
of the Bhot is believed to have penetrated the skull and he will probably
recover. It is almost miraculous that
Justice escaped with his life. Mr.
Quinn, representative of the DuPont
Powder company and well known here,
was over in the woods 400 yards from
the San Antonio depot shooting at
some clay balls from the trap with
Mr. Justice. Mr. Justice is an ardent
sportsman and Quinn is also a crack
shot. Mr. Justice was pulling the
spring and had just thrown a ball up
into th.e air. He looked over the top
of the metal shield to see why Quinn
was not firing. Mr. Quinn shot just
as Justice's head appeared, at the descending ball, shot too low and the
charge tore through the double thickness sheet Iron shield making a
hole, most of the load striking
but with its force greatly
Mr.
Justice
day.
broken by the shield. Mr. Justice's
Visiting Institutes
The Normal school which has been hat, found lying near !the shield, was
conducted at El Rito for the past two perforated with 115 shots. Mr. Justice
weeks closed today, and following an walked fully 1,200 feet to the depot,
i r gent invitation to be present at the where Dr. Brenan, the local physician,
dosing, Alvan N. White, superintend- dressed his wounds. Mr. Justice was
ent of public instruction, left for that brought here in the train leaving San
r
vesierday. Tomorrow he will go Antonio at 3:30 p. m., accompanied by
ir hob to attend Directors' day at the the physician. Mr. Justice bears the
me."
'
jr. : Mte there. Sunday he will leave reputation of being the heavyweight
. "But"
over
to
the
visit
Santa
the
of
a
Fe,
;
Rosa
for
Ua
weighing
agent
ft:
"There is no but, and do not look
o county institute and from there 200 pounds and being physically very
at me in the eyes like that. I am not
he will visit the Quay county institute strong and1 robust so that his constitu- taking any Parisian galantries."
"What"
unicari. remaining ia that city tion will aid him in recovering from
at
"There is no 'what.' Listen to me,"
until Am rust 4, when he will address the wound.
she said vehemently. "You outraged
of
the
the convention
my feelings, and I am right to proClubs of eastern New TRIED FOR KILLING POLICEMAN
Commercial
test. More than that, you greatly
Mr-'"Fort Worth, Tex., July 24 The disappoint me. The first time you
and Northwest Texas.
case of Tom Lee, the negro under see me alone after two years of abAmends Charter
e
sence, you take advantage of my soliThe Interstate Casualty company indictment for killing Policeman
court
in
called
was
last
tary
sleep in the orchard and InsolentMay,
organized in this city some months
kiss me on the forehead. I wonder
of
ly
the
for
trial.
The
killing
state
today
corpor-af'-the
s
with
today filed
what has produced such a change in
commission an amendment to policeman aroused public feeling to you since we parted. I was always
bt the company, changing a high pitch and the lynching of the expecting you to return a polished
iv
the HKine to the Interstate Casualty negro was narrowly averted. Lee's man."
"Now, may I have a word, please?"
and Guaranty company, and the head trial has been several times posthe
his
account
of
on
condition,
poned
"Yes,
justify yourself, If you can."
this
from
the
of
v
company
"Your coUBin Arthur has returned
having been seriously wounded the
city to Albuquerque.
the same as ever; he has kisses only
the policeman was killed.
yineering Department Pamphlets daj
for you. The change Is not on his
The state engineer has just issued
side. Seriously speaking, before I left
DON'T use a cough medicine cona manual of the revised rules, regulafor abroad you would not have alor
morphine.
They
lowed me to wake you In any way ext f us and requirements for filing taining opium
constipate the bowels and do not
t hns to water rights under the gen cure, only stifle the cough. Examine cept by a kiss. I was tempted to on
several occasions, and I even had at
ere! law of 1907 with amendments by the label and if the medicine contimes suspicion that you were feignIt
refuse
harmful
these
tains
opiates
in
succeeding legislatures up to and
I came to spend the
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ing sleep when
eluding the last, which amendments contains no opiates, is healing and afternoon with you in the orchard."
became
"But you forget that I was only
,'fective June 14, 1913. This soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
seventeen at that time, and now I am
manual contains valuable information Cross Drug Store. Adv.
nineteen. I am a lady, and you must
regarding matters pertaining to irriknow that a lady does not allow a
OBSERVED
DAY
PIONEER
gation and may be had upon request
to kiss her
24.
Pioneer gentleman of twenty-thre- e
Salt Lake City, July
to the state engineer. The department
on the forehead when they are alone
arrival
of
the
the
anniversary
has also issued in Spanish a compila- day,
in an orchard."
147 exiled fol
tion of the road laws of the state of Brigah Young and
In
of her defense, Arthur sat
tn in thespite
hammock that swung a little
which will be sent" free to those in lowers in the Salt Lake valley
47, was observed as a holiday to
under the pressure of his foot on the
terested enough to write for it.
The curve of the hammock
day by the members of the Mormon ground.
church throughout Utah and some brought them very close together, his
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
states. On the arm leaned behind her, forming a rest
Instead of the daily torment of of the neighboring
of the col for her head.
arrival
weak back, backache, sore kidneys, day following the
"Does that mean," he says, "that
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey onists Brigham Young selected a site
having grown to a lady you do not
The
to
a
of
that imulse take Foley Kidney Pills. for the building
temple.
care any more for my love and
with nature, "which famous temple ' was begun in 1853 kisses?"
They
accounts for their success in all kidShe smiled in triumph at the situaand it was 40 years before it was
ney and bladder disorders. They are
tion.
completed.
tonic.
healing,
and
strengthening
He continued: "Would that mean
Obey that impulse today
and give
that, being a lady of nineteen, your
th"m a chance to help your. O. G.
heart is no more as It was at sevenSAVES DAUGHTER
Scinofer and Red CrosB Drug Store.
teen? Could that mean that you have
Adv.
;j!s
another love?
"The change Is on your side, sir.
FAKE INJURIES ALLEGED"
Advice of Klo&er no Dodbt Pre You promised to complete the engage"Wis.,
Milwaukee,
July 24. Reprement on your return. You have been
sentatives of the liability Insurance
vents Daughter's Untimely End.
staying here since yesterday, and your
met In conference here
companion
cool behavior ia at variance with your
former ardor."
today vinh the Wisconsin industrial
"It is your fault I was totell you
commission to discuss the workings
1
"
to
do
able
not
was
Rcadv. Kv.
I had your father's consent and
that
of the employers' liability and
writes
six
months,"
anything for nearly
to put upon your finger the engage"and
of
this
Laura
Mrs.
Bratcher,
place,
compensation law. The
ment ring. I knew you were in the
men who underwrite the Industrial was down in Dea tor tnrce months.
I came straight to the
1 cannot tell vou how
I suffered with hammock,
hazards believe there is some room
lace. I find you asleep, I kiss you
and with nervousness and
head,
my
for improvement in the statute. Cause
very tenderly and you fly into a fury."
womanly troubles.
for complaint Is fptmd In the
"Oh! That kiss, that kiss again. 1
Our familv doctor told mv husband he
alleged
practice of employes to fake injuries could not do me any good, and he had tell you, there Is no excuse for it"
"Even now?"
in order to lay off on part pay. While to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
"Less than ever."
the faking is not practiced to any
At last, my mother advised me to take
"How is it. Explain it to me."
tonic. 1 thought
large
!: ' it is said to have already Cardui, the woman's
"You have no excuse for having
1
dead
and
was
it
for
was no use
caused :!.: employes and insurant
nearly
a kiss on my forehead."
placed
But
me
do
to
seemed
any good.
considerable
financial nothing
A curious little change had taken
1
took eleven bottles, and now 1 am able
lc?s.
to do all of my work and my own place in her face, the anger real or
simulated had died out, leaving a
washing.
I think Cardui is the best medicine in rosy, blushing, happy face, and she
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
whispered so quietly that he had to
Don't overlook, the grave fact that the 1world. My weight has increased,
and look the picture of health. "
listen intently to hear it:
rheumatism easily "settles In the
If you sutler from any of the ailments
"You might have kissed me on the
nart," and disturbs the valvular
get a bottle of Cardui Hps."
The cure consists In removing peculiar to women,
We know
Delay is dangerous.
the cause. Foley Kidney puis so tone today.
(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)
it wiil help you, for it has helped so
i:p nnd strengthen the kidneys that many thousands of other weak women
Plain Definition.
keep the blood free of poisons in the past 50 years.
'1 uric acid
)
"Did you mean to impugn my verac
crystals, that cause
At all druggists.
swollen joints, bacltaehe,
W'lt to: Chf'tnnooiia fod!cfn Co., Ladies' ity?"
ari,-- f;shirhp(1 noart
;!:
"No; I meant to say you were a
CtiWttuoea. Tenn.. for burial
a'i:ti. Try thorn. O. G. Schaeff j, u raJ no t.o3.,
book. "Homa
is on your cass urn, b4-- j
liar."
Treatment ioi Wcr.ien," in pUun wr&n'. li.C 1 S3
t:u ,R"1 Trims Drug Store. Adv.
Santa Fe, July 24. The board of regents of the El Rito
Normal school at their meeting yesterday afternoon in this city approved the
plans for the reconstruction of the
school, submitted by I. H. Rapp and
decided to advertise for bids immediately. The bids will be opened the
latter part of August and it is hoped
to get the construction work under
way immediately. The walls of the
old building which was burned last
winter are still standing. The board
has had them tested and they have
teen pronounced safe and will not
have to be torn down. There is $15,000
now available for the reconstruction
of this building, $10,000 of which is
insurance money, and $5,000 of which
was appropriated by the last legislature. The board hopeB to get the
building reconstructed within the limit
of the money available. Professor
George J. Martin was yesterday re
tained as principal for the coming year
and Miss Emma Mayes of Colorado,
was also engaged for the term commin-- i
mencing this fall. A number of
also
disposed
or routine matters wefe
of by the board at the meeting yesterSpanish-America-
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STRONG BUNCH
OF PLAYERS
CHANCES OF VICTORY FOR UNITED STATES IN DAVIS TOURNAMENT ARE GOOD

La Victoire

With the United States and English
teams in roles of challenger and de
fender, resectively, the challenge
round at Wimbledon tomorrow, July
25, marks the beginning of (the final
play In the twelfth tournament for the.
Davis cup, emblematic of the world's
team tennis championship. Donated
in 1900 by Dwight F. Davis as a tro
phy for international competition, the
cup and contest have grown in Importance until today the struggle for pos
session of the prize a massive silver
bowl has taken rank second to none
in world wide sport competition.
For this emblem' of championship in
tennis the teams of seven countries
were drawn into play this summer ex
clusive of the English quartet, which
stood
in the position of
out and awaited the arrival of the ultimate challenger, which proved to be
the United States team, France, Gerthe United
many, Belgium,- - Canada,
States, Australia and South Africa all
entered the lists and the true International character of the play is shown
by the fact that three of the preliminary rounds were played ,in England,
one in the United States and another

Corsets

Price S3.50

These two players, who are bracketed one and two in the national rankings, will with Captain Harold H.
Hackett, lead the attack in the play
at Wimbledom against Parke, Roper,
Barrett, Dixon and Gore, the English
defenders. Hackett Is the veteran of
the quartet, being a player of man','
years experience on both American
and foreign courts. Although a prominent singles player as far back as
1902, it was not until he doubled with
F. B. Alenxander
three years later,
that he came into the championship
their
In 19,17 the pair
limelight.
first national doubles honors and were
invincible until 19t, when they bowed
to Little and, Touchard.
Hackett is a noted tennis tactician,
and hiB play frequently appears both
simple and easy to the spectator but

La Victoire

Corsets

TTcoiisti

Price-$3.5-

7OR several years we have remarked an increasing demand for
corsets a demand
is'not
that
met
the
standard makes and grades of stock garments, and which is also not
-by
high-grad-

directed

toward'eustum-mad-

e

or the unusually expensive imported Parisian corsets

e

The manufacturers of the beautiful La Victoire garments have achieved
complete success
in carrying out their idea to meet this demand with American-madgarments that are modeled
onperfect Parisian lines.
e

They have made a corset that is magnificently tailored and is strictly in accord with the
demand of women who are remarked for their beautiful dress.

Laa Veas'Leftdin5"bro

Thomson's

in Germany.

The United States team won from
the Australia trio .four matches to one
in the play at the West Side club, New
York City, early in June. German play
er's eliminated Frauce at Wiesbaden
by a similar score on June 5, 6 and 7
When the Canadian and South Afri
can teams met later in the month the
Maple Leaf representatives won three
matches to one. In the semi-fina- l
rounds both Canada and the United
States had a clean sweep, the Canadians defeating Belgium, which had
diawn a bye, five matches straight,
and the United States team disposed
of Germany by a similar score of
matches. Thus it came about that
players from the new world met m
the final round, with the Americans
winning the right to face the English
racquet wielders in the last stage of
the cup quest.
The team to which the United States
Lawn Tennis association pins its faith
of regaining the Davis cup is composed of three youngsters and one veteran. Despite the fact that Maurice
E. 'McLoughlin, N. Norris Williams
Second, and Wallace F. Johnson are
young in years, they form a most formidable trio when considered from a
tennis tournament standpoint. McLoughlin, who is but 23 years of age,
was born at Carson City, Nev., in 1890.
inches and
He stands 5 feet 10
weighs about 165 pounds in condition.
The present United States champion
first learned his tennis on the asphalt
courts of California. It was not until 1909, during his first eastern invaupon a grass
sion, that he played
v"
court.
Williams represents the foreign methods of tennis play on the American
team, for he was coached abroad. The
son of C. Duane Williams, who lost his
life in the sinking of the Titanic, he
was born at Geneva, Switzerland, in
1891, and finished his freshman year
at Harvard University just previous to
the beginning of the present Davis
cup play. His father, always an enthusiastic tennis player, saw to it that
his son while still in his teens, had
the best coaching and practice available and the result is shown in the
fact that Williams plays the best
and most finished game of any
of the American quartet. Although he
never played In this country until last
spring his game immediately attracted
attention. He won the clay court
championship at Philadelphia and was
only put out of the championship' at
Newport In the sixth round, when McLoughlin defeated him,

IfVJ
IP'
Iff

Thomson's

Glove Fitting

Son

WAUlMin.&

Corsets

Established

1862

when he Is at the top of his game
a more skillful placement player and
deceptive server would be hard to
name. In the unavoidable absence of
Bundy, Hackett was conceded to be
the strongest player available to double with McLoughlin.
Johnson, who
acts as reservist, completes th3 quartet. He is also one of the recently
developed youngsters who promises to
make American tennis history in the
near future. In the English singles
Johi-son
worked his way to the fourth
round before being defeated by R. D.
At Newport
Watson,
last August he forced McLoughlin to
to full five sets before he would
dfeat in the final round of the
championship singles, the scores be
fd-m- it

8 2.

ing

During the 13 years since the Davis
cup was first put in play 11 championship tournaments have been completed
and the score of championships stands
as follows: British Isles, 5; Australia, 4; United States, 2. Not including
the present series 43 players, representing six countries, have battled for
the trophy, the number by nations or
colonies being: United States, 15;
British Isles, 14; Australia, 5; France,
5; Belgium, 2; Austria, 2.
As soon as play for the trophy was
announced England challenged
the
United States for the cup, losing the
first contest in the summer of 1900 in
straight matches. Two years later the
British Isles p'ayers
another try
but were repelled three matches to
two. Encouraged by this improved
showing tney returned again in 1903
with a team composed of the Doherty
brothers, and won four matches to

Glore Fitting
Corsets

South SidoPkija

one.

England held the cup until 1907,
when the Australians won with their
two famous stars, Brookes and Wilding. The trophy was held in the Antipodes until last winter when the British Isles team, consisting of Parke,
Dixon and Beamish, won and brought
the bowl back to England.

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
can charge it to a tornid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINE cures all dis
orders produced by an inactive liver.
it strengtnens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system m
good healthy condition.
Price BOr..
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
While the former is having a "good
time" the latter Is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired out,
with aching back and weary limbs,
sleepless and wretched. Often it is
kidney trouble not female trouble and
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
help for the cendit'on. u. g
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

HAWTHORNE

MAY

BE FREED

Atlanta, Ga . July 24. The application for a parole' for Julian Hawthorne, the writer, was taken up for
consideration by the federal parole
board when it met today, Hawthorne
is now confined in the federal prison
here under sentence of one year and
one day as a result of his conviction
Adv.
in New, York on a charge of using
the mails to defraud in the promotion
SHIPS USE CHINESE FIREMEN
of mining schemes. Should he be
New Orleans, July 24. Wearied by
action probably will be taken
paroled,
strikes and other troubles with union
later for a restoration of his
firemen the United Fruit company
has definitely decided to operate its
passenger and freight vessels with
men In the future.
The agonizing discomfort and sense
The
decision of the company became of suffocation that accompany hay
known today when 50 Chinese fire- fever and asthma may be greatly alleviated
the use of Foley's Honey
men, arrived.
The Orientals are to and Tar by
It has soothing
Compound.
be used to man the company's ves- effect on the mucus
linings, and resels now in port, while others are en lieves the gasping and tickling senroute here to he employed on other sation in the throat and bronchial
boats as they arrive. For a time at tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.
least the company intei,os to employ Drug Store.
firemen.
Chinese
orly
His Indigestion Cured at Last
When the baby is suffering the dou- - After spending hundreds of dollars
ble affliction of hot weather and bow- for medicine and treatment for indiel disorders, the remedy needed is
gestion and constipation with only
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the
C. H. Hines, of Whitfeverish condition, corrects the stom- temporary relief,
was
low,
Ark.,
cured by
permanently
ach and checks looseness of the bowels.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
all dealers. Adv.
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UNIQUE

BANK IS

AN AID TO

FARMERS
IN GERMANY
INSTITUTION
ABLES THEM TO OBTAIN
LOANS WITH EASE

EN-

Dossenheim,
Germany, July 24.
The cashier of the Raiffeisen hank
of this village, who is also the postmaster and a considerable political
figure in his. community, welcomed
to his house today five lUembers of
the American commission on agricul-

tural

Records of the Dossenheim bank
showed it to be a society of 293 memlaborbers, about half of whom are
ers in a nearby quarry, but who
maintained smal'i parcels of land they
worked with the aid of their families,
and about half of whom were sma.l
farmers owning or renting on an
acres, each. The cultiaverage 2
farms was extremely
of
these
vation
intensive truck farming it would
have been called in the United
States.
One of these members entered and
counted out ten marks from a bag
which he deposited In the bank. Evidently the visit to the bank wa3 to
the depositor's mind something of a
He started conversasocia'i event.
tion with the cashier and was apcashparently a bit nettled when the
of
the
presence
that
ier explained
visitors made it impossible for him
to Indulge his friend in the usual
amount of village gossip. These
at the bank are an important factor in the conduct of the
bank. They typify the intimate relations that exist between the manamemgers of the institution and the
which
bers, and it is this intimacy
makes the banks conservative, for
everyone knows everyone else's business.
It is upon such deposits as the one
made during the visit of the Americans that the Dossenheim institution
depends chiefly for its funds wherewith to make 'ioans to its members.
It may also borrow from the Central
bank with which It is
affiliated. At the present time the
demands for loans are heavy and It
has a debit at the Central Institution.
The institution command about ?28,-00to finance its 295 members.
For their deposits the members of
the bank receive 4 per cent interest
Deposits are also accepted from
per cent is
but only 3
them an unusual
proceeding
, paid
which It would seem dlfficu'it to accept as good business policy. Only
about $200 in cash is kept at the
It is the object of the local
bank
bank to lend out all of the money
which it receives to its members.
If, however, the demands for loans
are insufficient to keep all of the
funds at home, the surp'ius is deposited with the Central bank, which
per cent inpay a the local bank 3
terest. When the funds of the local
bank are insufficient to meet demands for loans, it borrows from the
Central bank and pays 4 per cent
interest on such loans. The loans
are made to farmers either on their
own note and without other security
than the liability which they have
0

assumed upon entering the bank or,
if their standing is not particularly
good, upon their note endorsed by
one or two sureties. Some money is
loaned on mortgages, although the
central institutions
discourage tnis
practice.
The institution is conducted by a
board of managers, the president of
which dropped in at the bank durii.g
the visit of the commissioners. He
was a village merchant and a very
good type of man. The other members of the board are farmers. The
board of managers meets at fixed
times and passes upon appplications
for loans.
Their work, as well as
the accounts of the cashier and the
bookkeeper, is subject to the scrutiny of the board of supervision, a
committee of nine men. All of these
officials are elected by the general
assembly of all of the members of
the bank. Besides these checks the
accounts of the bank are examined
at least once in two years and gen
erally. more often by an expert auditor and his report is presented to
every member of the oank. The
members are also kept constantly
advised of the standing of their bank
with the central bank through a
newspaper published by the
union.
This is about all there is to the
conduct of the bank. In the case
of the Dossenheim institution it can
hardly be called a banking business
at all, but merely a borrowing and
lending business. The expenses of
management are very slight. The
cashier receives about $200 a year
as salary.
The American commission has not
yet come to believe that the Raiffeisen bank system can be transplanted
There are many pracin America.
tical points such as those brought
out by the visit to this village which
makes it seem doubtful the Isolation of American farmers: the existence of homestead exemption laws in
certain states which would frustrate
the principlpe of unlimited liability;
the difficulty of keeping expenses
down, of securing men like the cashier who would serve for $200 a year;
the more complicated financial requirements of American farmers
which would make the simple form
of a borrowing and lending business
insufficient for their needs; the native dislike of the more individualistic American to having everyone
c
know his business.
the
same
time
point has
At the
been driven home to the Americans
that in economic union the European
farmers have found strength. That
is the lesson of each little farming
community of this country.

MURDER TRIAL IS
OF UNUSUAL

KING LAYS FOUNDATION

envelope.
So far as is known Frank and the
two negroes were the only ones in the

TEREST
LEO M. FRANK, WEALTHY MANUFACTURER, ACCUSED OF MURDERING A GIRL

Atlanta, Ga., July 24. With the
case of Leo M. Frank, the wealthy
manufacturer and eociet y man, who
is charged with the slaying of pretty
old Mary Phagan, scheduled for
trial next Monday, Atlanta is on edge
in anticipation of the most sensational
trial that has ever taken place in this
city. The solution of the mystery
that surrounds the death of the hcild,
whose beauty Is believed to have led
toher sad end, is not all that is involved In the case. It Is alleged that
stories of police corruption and thy
employment of methods for "framing
up" cases, rivaling the exposures In
the Becker case in New York, will
play a prominent part in the trial.
Developments have come thick and
fast since the mutilated body of Mary

4

STONE

London, July 24. The king today
laid the foundation stone for the new
Australian commonwealth buildings,
which are to he erected on the
The building,
Strand at Aldwych.
which is to be an imposing edifice
from an architectural point of view,
is to house the offices of the high
commissioner of the commonwealth
of the several
and' the 'agents-generIn
It Is
London.
states
Australian
also to serve as headquarters of the
immigration scheme in which New
South Wales and Victoria have Just
amalgamated, and It is expected that
ultimately all emigration to Australia
will be conducted entirely from this
center.

factory when the girr came for her
pay, when the plant was closed for a
holiday, but that he had no reason to
think that the child had not left the
building immediately ou receiving her

April 27, on a rubbish heap in the
basement of the pencil factory building where she was employed. Within
a few days after the discovery of the
crime Leo M. Frank, the superintend-en- t
of the pencil company, together
with twff negroes, Newt Lee and
James Connally, were taken into custody on suspicion of having some
knowledge of the crime. Lee was the
night watchman at the factory and
Connally was an employe.
The first big sensation in the case
came when Frank was Indicted by the
Fulton county grand jury on a charge
of having murdered the girl. It is
understood that the Indictment was
based principally upon the testimony
of the negro Connally. The latter, it
is said, made affidavit, that on the
day preceding the girl's murder, Frank
called him into his office in the pencil
factory and asked him to write several notes "to get a sample of his hand
writing." Connally stated that he
wrote at Frank's dictation and that he
later the notes he wrote
believed
were the same that were found beside the slain girl's body and which
evidently were intended to throw suspicion on a negro as the perpetrator
of the crime.
At the coroner's inquest G. W. Epps, a
old newsboy, who was a friend
of the murdered girl, testified that
she had requested him to call by the
pencil factory on several occasions
becuse, she told him, Mr. Frank had
sometimes rushed out of the factory
ahead of her and winked at her as
she went past.
That the best legal talent In Georgia,
which is represented in the opposing
forces of lawyers, will be on its mettle
in the coming trial Is not the slightest
question. Neither side has considered
expense in the collection of evidence,
The prosecution claims to have secured circumstantial evidence so convincing that It regards the accused
safely enmeshed. On the other hand
the defense lets fall inklings that it
can show that a negro Is responsible
for strangling the child.
Frank acknowledges he was in the

building during the afternoon and
evening of the day on which the
crime was committed.
The negro
watchman, who found the body, declares that he had seen nothing suspicious about the place until he ran
into the hody on a trash pile in the
cellar. The negro Connally, after various tales, declared he was telling
the truth when he confessed to haav-inhelped Frank dispose of the body.
While there pre many things which
Frank has, not explained satisfactori
ly his family and many friends are
standing squarely by him. He also
has a large measure of public sympa
thy. A majority of the people look
upon the crime as typical of the lower
negro element and many express the
belief that it will be fastened on a
member of the black race when all
the evidence is brought out.
The political end of the case is extremely interesting, although the effect
it will have on the acquittal or conviction of the accused man is altogeth
er problematical. At the bottom of
this phase of the case is the political
feud between Mayor "Jim" Woodward
and the police department. Leaders
of the political element seeking to oust
the present chief of police and chief
of detectives have seized upon
the
Phagan case as an opportunity to
make charges of corrupt methods
the police. The dictagraph
has been brought into play and charges of bribery, manufacturing evidence
and attempts to shield the slayer or
slayers of the Phagan girl have been
freely indulged in by those on both
sides of the political feud.
g

Taking Big Chances
is too great a risk to depend upon
neighbors or sending for medicine in
cose of s sudden attack of bowel complaint. In almost every neighborhood
someone has died from cholera morbus that could have easily been saved
had the proper medicine been at hand.
Then think of the suffering that must
be endured until medicine can be obtained. The safe way is to keep at
hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Coltc,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has
never been known to fail and has undoubtedly saved the lives of many
Buy it now. It only costs a
For sale by all dealers.
riuarter.
If

Adv.

REGATTA AT ST. PAUL
St. Paul, Minn., July 24. Arrangements are completed for the annual
regatta of the Northwestern International Rowing association. The
events will take place on the Mississippi river here, beginning tomorrow
and concluding Saturday.
and
Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
farmer, residing near Fleming. P. O.,
"For the past fourteen
Pa., says:
ears I have used Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy in my
family and have found it to be n excellent remedy. I always have a bottle of it in my house and take pleasure in recommending it to my
friends." For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

Chamberlain's

JERRY IS STUNG

Lake Arthur, N. M., July 24.
Jerry Williams had a narrow escape
from being stung to death last Saturday. While hauling nay from the
farm of fi. L. Thompson, a swarm of
bees settled on him and the horses,
Jerry had
stinging them seriously.
40 stingers, taken from his face and
was a sick man for the time being,
but soon was none the worse for his
adventure. The horses were badly
stung hut also recovered. It was a
narrow escape all around'. ,
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Instant Postum dissolves instantly in hot water. Chilled
with ice and flavoured with sugar and lemon, it makes a delicious
drink that cools and comforts and is really a food for Brain and Nerves.

it There's a Reason" for Postum
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a cool drink

Postum contains no drugs, but it does contain vitalizing
food elements from wheat that afford lasting refreshment, and sus- . t .
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DUBLIN GEMS ARE
AGAIN IN THE
L IMELIGHT

lost. Sir Arthur asked if the inquiry
was going to be public, and he was
told that it was not. He asked if evi
dence was to be taken on oath and
He was told
witnesses summoned.
that they had no power to do this
and he said v that in that case he
could not take part in it.
The commission, in his - absence,
went on, and reported that they found
him guilty of negligence in the cusSANTA FE IS WORKING ON A BIG
tody of the jewels.
PROGRAM OF EXTENSION
From that time he hart been petitionFOR NEXT YEAR
ing the king for redress and he had
would
that
his
every hope
petition
Topeka, Kas.', July 24 The pur
meet with favorable response. Until
the recent libel case came up he had chase of the St. Louis, Rocky Mcn- never been able to bring the question tain & Pacific railway by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, announced
into a court of law.
The action of his majesty served to a short time ago by the general of
divert attention from the charges ficers of the road ill Topeka, brings
to light a new cut-of- f
plan of the
which were made against the Right
Honorable Augustine Rlrrell, chief Santa Fe for a shorter and quicker
route from Chicago to the Pacific
secretary of Ireland, who was responcoast.
It is predicted freely in To
at
for
sible
conditions
Dublin

A

SHORTER ROUTE

TO THE COAST

PLANNED

RECENT LIBEL CASE RECALLS
THE MYSTERY OF THE IRISH
CROWN JEWELS

Once more the theft of the Dublin
crown jewels and the interminable
story connected with this unexampled
and most mysterious crime against
the state nave come before the public
notice. Sir Arthur Edward Vicars
who was Ulster
s
at the
time and thus responsible 'for the saf
custody of the jewels in Dublin Castle,
was recently awarded $23,000 damag
Castle,
es la a suit in the king's bench divl From the first he had been accused peka railway circles today that the
sion, London, against the London by friends of Vicars of using dilatory Santa Fe will build Immediately from
Mall.
and incompetent methods in dealing the terminal of the new Cimarron
The libel action grew out of a story with the discovery of the thief and valley extension to Des Moines, N.
M., the terminal of the
St. Louis,
which alleged that Sir Arthur shielded the tracing of the property.
Mountain & Pacific.
Rocky
the woman who took the jewels out of
No greater human stupidity could bt
It is stated that the original plan
jealousy of his attachment for Lady imagined than that related concerning
"
has been abanHaddo, the wife of Lord Haddo, who the steps that were taken to untangle for a "Co'imor
is the oldest son of the Earl of Aber the mystery. The matter was placed In doned temporarily until an. investigadeen, lord lieutenant of Ireland.
the hands of the Dublin jolice, which tion can reveal the advantages of an
Both Sir Arthur and Lord Haddo was not supposed to be in the class of extension of the Dodge City southin their testimony denied all knowl its counterpart in London. True, De- west line to Des Moines. It is slightedge of the disappearance of the jew tective Inspector Kane was called from ly less than 100 miles from the termels and branded the story about the Scotland Yard, but he was given only inal of the new southwestern Kansas
woman whom Sir Arthur was said to advisory powers in the case. When he extension to the end of ihe newly
have shielded as an absolute fabrica went so far as to express a belief that purchased road at Des Moines, giving
tion. They denied, as did also Lady the jewels had been pawned and said the road a perfect 'low grade line
Haddo in her testimony, that there that he could find both the thief and across the corner of Kansas and New
Mexico and on to the coast.
were any relations between Lady Had the treasure, he was told to halt.
The Santa Fe now has two dis
do and Sir Arthur. Previous rumors
Efforts to clear up the mystery were
routes tfi the coast from Kan
tinct
had connected the names of Sir Ar discontinued, and it was reported that
sas. One straight west through the
thur and Lady Haddo, and Lord Had- the jewels had been found. It was restate to Colorado and down into the
do had also been mentioned in con ported that they had been discovered
mountains to central New Mexico.
the
nection with
in a London pawnshop and that the
story of the theft.
The other south into Kansas and the
But the vindication of Sir Arthur broker had been paid $90,000 after
across the
Oklahoma panhandle
Vicars in the British court does noth threatening to tell who pledged them.
northern handle of Texas and into
ing in the way of clearing up the mys- It was also reported at the time that New Mexico. When the cut-of- f
from
tery surrounding this notorious theft the gems were returned to Dublin Cas- Dodge City southwest to Des Moines,
Who took the crown jewels valued at tle, but in spite of all these reports N.
M., and to Raton is completed it
one quarter million dollars and where there has been no discovery of the will
give a third and1 Bhorter route
they are now remain as much a puzzle missing Jewels. What was so great for the handling of
as ever.
a mystery at the time still remains a
traffic.
The jewels were a part of the royal mystery.
It is apparent from the Indications
In the meantime, Sir Arthur Vicars of the year's earnings that tha Santa
regalia which was used in connection
with the ceremonies attending on the Is under the guard of Scotland Yard Fe wi'il uncover a wonderful map of
visit of the king cf England to his detectives by his own request and for extension plans for the next five
Irish castle. When Sir Arthur went to his own safety. He declares that he years. The road has been in the
the safe to get the jewels for a state will yet reveal in court all the facts habit of placing its earnings
occasion in the early part of July, 1907 concerning the disappearance of the into the property no manipula'ion
he found that the jewels had disap jewels facts that involve persons of of Santa Fe stock. This meanr, that
has the double track lay-ou- t
peared. He was, of course accused, be noble birth. This declaration
to thing the custodian of the treasure and brought him a series of threatening the standard system of ballae' r. 1
having in his possession the only keys letters from a former high official in the country and numerous extensions
to the safe, but no charges were Dublin Castle. Not only will he re- will be financed in the next few
brought until the following October, veal the manner of the theft, he says, years.
when Sir Arthur received a very po- but he will tell of matters Of deeper
Following the new third line to
lite notice from King Edward that he disgrace to those connected.
the coast from Kansas points, ihe
was reconstructing the office held by
It has been the contention of rela Santa Fe will send its own rails iiil
Sir Arthur and would no longer need tives and friends of Sir Arthur all New Orleans. The road has a good
his services.
along that he has been made the traffic agreement to New Orleans ut
This was taken to amount to an ac- scapegoat to shield a lot of disreput this time, but it will be only a Bhort
cusation, and to clear himself, Sir ables who have brought shame on time until the swamps are conquered
Arthur immediately appealed for a Dublin Castle. From the time of Sir and New Orleans will be placed at
sworn judicial inquiry into the theft, Arthur's dismissal they have sw-- rn
the terminal of the Santa Fe's southbut he received a communication re that the truth should be known were ern lines.
With permanent ownership of Its
fusing this request.
all the power of the kingdom against
Matters remained In this condition them. Evidence was given by Sir Ar- gulf ports the Santa Fe then will conuntil January, 1908, when he received thur in the recent libel action that in nect the "dead" ends of the El Paso,
notice that January G, a commission all the time he had held the office Pecos and Sterling Valley branches
"crow-fly- "
line to the
would sit to inquire into the circum of Ulster
from 1893 un and form a
stances under which the jewels were til the time of his dismissal, there was coast. And" while the reader is posnever any complaint against his pri ing his pencil over the map he could
vate or public character. Time and draw a line straight through Phoenix
and on to San Diego.
again he has declared that he had no
It ds certain however, that the
hand in the loss of the jewels and
Fe is laying out an immense
Santa
that he has not the slightest idea what
A
extension program for the future.
has become of them.
These little purchases and extensions
Recently a London writer took oc are links links of the chain of the
Of More Serious Illness Ap- casion to suggest the following ques country's biggest railway system.
tions to anyone sufficiently patriotic
proaching. Mrs. Ben-- .
to concern himself in the matter as
der's Case.
.
likely to evoke interesting replies:
Subscribe for The Optic.
1.
Did Inspector Kane specify any
Backache is a symptom of organic
or persons as, in his opiljbh,
weakness or derangement. If you have person
backache don't neglect it To get per- likely to have been concerned in the
manent relief you must reach the root stealing or receiving of any part of Tha
Jay Of
of the trouble. Read about Mrs. Ben- the Dublin crown jewels; and, if so,
der's experience.
have the criminal investigation de
St. James, Mo. "About a year ago partments of London and Dublin been
I was irregular,had cramps every month,
employed since Inspector Kane's re- A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
headache and conAid and Relieves the Tension.
in watching their subsequent
tirement
stant backache. I
Mother's Friend, a famous external remtook Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's careers?
edy, is the only one known that is abla to
2. Has the crown or the representa
reach all the different parts involved. II
Vegetable
Compound and used tive of the crown in Ireland received
the Sanative Wash any jewels, either by gift or purchase
and I am relieved of in
111
place of those stolen from the reall my troubles and
in 1907?
galia
am in perfect health.
The belief was expressed that if
I shall recommend
your medicine to all these questions are answered with
my friends and you due respect they would serve to put
may publish this tes an end one way or another to a num Is a penetrating application auer the
timonial for the benefit of other sufferdoctor, anil lubria noted
ber of wild rumors, and to carry the cates every muscle,family
nerve, tissue ml-- tendon,
ing women." Miss ANNA BENDER, St.
affected.
It
goes directly to the at rain.-- !
story o fthis truly unprecedented case
James, Missouri.
portions and gently but surely rtiiemi ail
conclu
nearer
one
its
at least
stase
tendency to soreness or strain.
Another Case.
By lis dally use there will be no pain, no
Dixon, Iowa. "I have bem taking sion.
cits tress, no naimcu, dd l!iDKr ol
or
accident, and the period wi.l lie on
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comcf
supreme comfort and joyful aalMpefi'm.
some
and
has
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ma
for
time
it
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To all young women Moiiiers
Improve Your Ccrrmlexion.
much good. My back troubled me very
of all beinful Jailwnvin.
one of the'
A3 .well as your
Your
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much. It seemed weak. I had much
for it roiis clilidiiirtli of all in aeui.n and
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diinfoi-dlsnels
oil
a
dis
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is
rendered
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recommend
all
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I
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Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you woman's
Mother's Friend Is a most cherishe!
my friends." Mrs. Br.tiTHA Dierksen,
siul is of
improve them both. For sale by remedy In tbntttatmta of
Box 102, Dixon, Iowa.
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PLENTY OF BIBLES FOR HOTELS
Toronto, July 24. If you belong to
Gideon's band your place is in Toronto today. More than a thousand Gideons, or members of the Christian
Commercial Traveling Men's association, are in the city in attendance on
their first international convention.
They come from all parts of the United States, from the principal cities of
Canada as far west as Vancouver, and
The sessome from Great Britain.
sions are being held in the Metropolitan church and will be brought to a
close Sunday with public religious
strvices. Not the least interesting feature of the convention will be the report showing the progress of the
movement for supplying the hotels
with free Bibles. The report shows
that more than 200,000 Bibles have
If you have the slightest doubt
been placed in hotels in the United
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetasince the movement was ble Compound
States
will help you, write
launched three years ago. The Gi- to Lydia E.Pinkham.MedicineCo.
Massif or e.
Lynn,
deons purpose to continue the work (confidential)
w ill he opened,
Your
letter
until every gust rom of every hotel read and answered by a woman,
in America is si'PPHad with a Bible.
nd held in strict confidence.
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signature Is on each box. 25c. Air.
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MEN ARE CALLED GETTING READY A

that is to represent New Mexico at
Camp Perry this year had been selected. This information, it, was learned
this morning, is not correct, but the
complete team will be chosen tomorrow. Those who were mentioned yesterday were those who had made the
best records for that day and the men
who raise their standard today and
tomorrow will make the final team.
A general shoot was in order this
morning for the Jaffa and Buddecke
cups. The winners will be announced
in tomorrow night's issue of The Optic. Lieutenant Bump, U. S. A., who
this
has charge of the rifle team,
morning stated that the men were
showing signs of great improvement
on the range and that he expected a
a good record to be made before the
camp breaks.
The first and second battalions cap

COURTESY ALWAYS AN ASSET
Simple Trial Will Convince Anyone
That It Really Pays to Be Gentle and Polite.

If you doubt the value of courtesy,
just put the power of courtesy to
test for a single day. When you
have done this you will be ready to
admit that it has dynamic power.
Let us suppose that you are a housekeeper, with many things to attend to
at the markets and shops. You determine, come what may, that you
will be courteous. A dealer has sent
you poor goods, for which he has
made an exorbitant charge.
lie declares that this is not true;
he is rough and determined.
"You maintain an attitude of perfect courtesy, wait a little, are. patient
patience is one of the essentials of
courtesy state t'.iat you hope he can
adjust the matter, as you would preto support
this fer to have him continue

BUSINESS
SAYS
EVANGELIST
(Continued from Page One)
MAN IS CONSECRATED AS
be more life in the drill this morning
IS THE PREACHER
than was expected, much to the pleasat East
e
yesterday was a day of much ac- ure of the officers of the regiment and
Entered it the
l.na v.isns. New Me; ico, for trans tivity among the church folk of the Lieutenant Rosell of the United States
was army.
mission tbrousb. the limited States city. A men's prayer meeting
and
A.
C.
M.
Y.
at
building
the
held
This morning was to have been the
mails is tecond class matter.
four neighborhood meetings occurred occasion for the St. ,Louis Moving Picat the same time in various parts of ture company, which is stationed at
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the city. At the Presbyterian church Albuquerque, to have staged a scenario
Daily, by Carrier
in the afternoon there was a 'large at the camp, but unlooked for deve tured their enemy at sunrise
$
Per Copy
of women to whom Mr. lopments made it impossible for the
15 gathering
morning, me regiment, whicn was staOne Week
and at 8 o'clock last company, to visit the camp. Colonel tioned within a half mile of the reser
spoke,
Runyan
65
One Month
in
Abbott received a communication from voir last night when darkness fell, renight there was the gospel service
One Year
tabernacled
the
this ceived reinforcements at midnight and
the manager of the company
'
Daily, by Mail
Thus the strenuous program con- morning informing him that the only early this morning had planned the
One Year
tinues until the close of the cam- reason for its not coming was on acand was slowly creeping toward
Six Months
paign Sunday night in the Duncan count of a large amount of extra work the enemy's quarters. The attack was
to atopeca bouse. Those who fail
It had been given orders to fin- made at sunrise. The battalions
will that
meetings
these
of
some
tend
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
the next two weeks. Had made the assault from two different
within
ish
miss the acquaintance of a most this company come to the camp
GROWER
points, while the other assault was
earnest "and devoted man and the It doubtless would have obtained an made from the southeast. The capOne Year
fervent
up'iift of bis sincere and
Six Months
excellent setting for its scenario and ture was made within 30 minutes, as
preaching.
the officers and men greatly regret the position that had been taken by
The sermon last ntrcht was based that
they will not be able to take part the battalions made it impossible for
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- upon the words, -- Called to Be Saints,"
the
in
picture, as it is not only a novel the enemy to place his artillery in a loThe preacher said
tions.)
found in Rom..
for all concerned but is al cation where it would do any damage.
or
experience
or
money
Remit by draft, check
men are called to different profes- so a
source
of publicity for the The capture of the reservoir endued the
big
der. If sent otherwise we will not sions, occupations and pursuits. Men
of the company solving of the problem that was given
The
militia.
manager
be responsible for loss.
are called to secular as well as spirit
Colonel Abbott that it would the battalions by Lieutenant Rosell.
informed
on
applicabe
Specimen copies free
ual pursuits. The merchant may
that picture for the present and The men obtained a large amount of
.
tion.
called as we'll as the preacher or drop
definite arrangements for the
make
from the work and had
the missionary. Men may be mistaken nfiTt. state encampment to stage a experience
'
been
subject to a real enemy
matters
they
certain
in
call
to
their
AT
as
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number of scenarios.
would have done the same good work,
but there can be no mistake that all
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
soldiers
the
was
for
to their commanders, Mapay
day
Today
to
this
according
are called to be Christians and
PAID FOR
General
much to their pleasure.
and Bail.
Bujac
second
jors
be
should
else
call everything
this
pos-jfi'lc-

you.
As a rule you will gain your point

with the dealer. In any event you
will score within yourself more than
one point in the strength saved and
maintained. More than
In
this, you will leave definite good with
each person with whom you come In
contact.
That each human being Is sur
rounded by an emanation which affects those about them is true, since
It Is sufficiently tangible to hare been
photographed. What the sun Is to
air courtesy Is to this personal at
mosphere, and to be courteous Is to
have and to hold and to radiate a
beneficent power which will be like
the power of sunshine.
self-respe-

k

0

Brookes arrived at the camp late
morning and started the issuance of
money at 1 o'clock. This day is the
one day that is looked forward to not
only by all the men but by the officers also, as it is then that they realize that they are not amateur soldiers,
but recognized troops of the United
States. The militia is a volunteer organization but its value to the state
is not thoroughly appreciated by the
civilians of the state. The parents of
many young militiamen have the opinion that when their boy leaves home
for the state encampment that he
goes to a place where vice and hilar!
0us times occur every minute of the
day. They do not consider mat tne
officers do all in their power to prevent anything of this kind, and whole
some outdoor exercises tend to make
a man out of him. The state militia
of New Mexico 13 not composed of a
full regiment, according to the United
States army regulations, and, as stated by one officer at Camp McDonald
this morning, it will be necessary that
a more patriotic spirit take hold on
the New Mexico citlezns or the militia
will have to be disbanded. The regiment needs three more companies before It will reach full strength, while
the different companies that are alinready organized will be forced to
is
necessary
crease their ranks. It
that the people of New Mexico
with those in charge of the New
Mexico militia and see that the ranks
are greatly increased. The present
organization is efficient and is deficient only in size.
isIt, was announced in last night's
team
sue of The Optic that the rifle
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Sheik, is happiness. "If a man and
woman have made a mistake in mar- ring.
also put emphasis
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comes through
which
call
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son happy." He is quoted as saying: the world's need and spoke of the
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man;
widespread
connection he told how William
and immorality."
said to his gray haired mothas
The Sheik argues that marriage
time of his first election
the
at
regulated by Mohammedanism follows er,,
as the returns pourthe
to
presidency
tie law of nature, the law of logic,
wire to their
and therefore the law of God. In our ed in over the private
as though
looks'
it
system he can see nothing but a vio- home: "Mother,
and the
13 to be president,"
son
your
lation of the natural order, with conabout
arms
her
mother
Christian
put
sequent infelicity and family dissenWilliam, I am
said:
"Oh,
and
him
sion. It Is to be noted, however, that
nrrm.l of vou." but a moment 'ater
he judges us by our precepts rather
with a shade of disap-- j
than practice, overlooking that our she added "but I had hoped
youf
pointment,
divorce courts in providing outlets for
i
a bishop."
be
would
C.
old Infelicities give opportunities for
A beautiful duet was sung at this
felicities anew.
service by the Misses Gerard and
One kind of human is much like another. Marriage is a matter on which Harper.
everybody disagrees except the husband and wife that love one another.
JERRY IS STUNG
It was made for them, and them only, Lake Arthur, N. M., July 24.
In New York or StambouL
Jerry Williams had a narrow escape
from being stung to death last SatFLOORED TENTS
SEVEN WERE KILLED
urday. While hauling nay from, the
COMFORTABLE BEDS-- !
of
Montreal, Quebec, July 24. Seven farm of R. L. Thompson, a swarm
men were blown to pieces today by bees settled on him and the horses,
HIRE SPRING WATER
the explosion of a ton of gunpowder Btinging them seriously. Jerry had
at the plant of the Canadian Explo 40 stingers taken from his face and
A TRAIL TRIP EVERY DAY
sive company, pieces of brick and was a sick man for the time being,
The cause but soon was none the worse for his
wood fell a ml'ie away.
TROUT FISHING
adventure. The horses were badly
of the explosion Is unknown.
stung but a'iso recovered. It was a
narrow escape all around'.
BULGARIANS ARE FLEEING
TIIE LAST WORD in EATING
London, July 24. A telegram was
and
Cholera
Colic,
Chamberlain's
received this afternoon from the Bul
(Mrs. I. K. Lewis, Cook)
Diarrhoea Remedy.
garian minister in Paris reporting that
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
Turkish troops had entered the Bulgafarmer,
residing near Fleming, P. O.,
rian town of Phlllppopolis, that the
"CAMPING DE LUXE"
"For the past fourteen
Pa.,
says:
was
and
sit
that
the
populace
fleeing
Colic.
vears
Chamberlain's
I
used
have
uation was desperate.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy In my
Make Reservations With
family and have found It to be an exREGATTA AT ST. PAUL
cellent remedy. I always have a hot
Mr. Bums at Y.M.C.A. Bldj.
St. Paul, Minn., July 24. Arrange tie
of It In my house and take pleasments are completed for the annual ure In
recommending it to my
reeatta of the Northwestern Inter- For sale by all dealers.
friends.",
OWN SCENERY
national Rowing association. Th Adv.
on
4h
Mif
pvpnt will take nlace
!,
rh'T 1 rr. beginning tomorrow
sou i
n fl T.nin-- ml ins. Sa t urday.
Subscribe tor The Optio,
n
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GIRL

at Its Best

would be all right not to judge
a man by his money if there
was any other way of measuring him
up.
I ain't a pessimist, but I ve seen
talent too many years sticking

It

RE

M

man-

Tasty Summer Breakfasts

Prepared by Electricity
A

KEEN

morn'ng appetite is a real

de-lig- ht

on hot days. It gives you zest
and vigor to perform your daily tasks
better. Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, if you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever
have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toaster, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor, its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging appetite. You can enjoy this convenience in
your home.

An Electric Toaster

Convenient and Economical

It costs

very little to own and use an
Electric Toaster. It is decidly conven- -'
ient, too simply attach the plug to any
convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother ormuss, The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it is
prepared just as it is needed.

aging a manager gets a taxicab
start and an electric light over the
theater finish for me to be classed
jrith the optimists.
Temper and temperament what's
the difference? It's temper in the chorus and temperament in the star's
dressing room.
A job that means breakfast every
day and dinner reg'lar. I always been
saying bo, is worth all the razzle-dazzl- e
feastings going while waiting for
an engagement.
Fame when all Is told, what does
It come to? The rouge from last
night don't last longer than fame.
By tomorrow even the callboy's forgotten your name.
When the shoe fits that's a sure
sign we could wear a size smaller
easily.
It's push that gets a girl a
"HARVEY'S"
place to stand at the foot of the ladmountain
Famous
ranch; 31st
der, and it's pull that hoists her finalOld management; old rates. Carto
the
top.
ly
I heard a manager say once that riage out every Saturday. Leave orthe scariest sight he ever seen was a ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
show girl before breakfast.

Las Vegas Light and Power

Mulhall's correspondence put into reo
ord today concerned his efforts to

beat Representative Herbert Parsons
of New York for
in 1910,
told of reading the "riot act" to Rep
resentative Ralph D. Cole of Ohio,
because of his opposition to former
Speaker Cannon and gave further details of Mulhall's offer to aid the candidacy of George Goi'don Battle for
governor of New York.
February 3, 1910, Mulhall wrote
John Kirby, Jr., about the fight on
Cannon and added
"Mr. Sherman confidential
stated
to me that' President Taft is now
being made aware of the many good
things our association has done for
the republican party for the last
seven years and he assured me that
the president would not press any
labor bills at this session of congress,
and at the close of my interview with
the vice president I was more than
ever confident of complete success In
Washington this winter."
Writing to General Manager Bird,
Mulhall said:
"We intend to start more hell In
Baltimore among the politicians than
has ever started there before."
The 'letter explained that the fight
was to be made on Wilian H. Stone,
collector of customs, r.ntf spoke of
Stone's friendliness to "labor agitat
'
ors."
February 7, Mulhall wrote Secre
tary Schwedtman that the e"ight-hou- r
bill was pretty well cornered in the
'labor
of the house and
there was no danger. He wrote Kir-bon the same subject:
"Gardner named his
as Mr. Emery and I had agreed. It
now consists of Vreeland, Madison
and, Aleln, republican! j' Ralney and
We feel-tha- t
Covihgtonrdemocrats.
'to.
the
if the bill goes
there will be ri'; danger fof'the rest
of this session."
February 10. Mulhall wrote., Kirby
about senators to be elected;,,
"Dick of Ohio has sought our aid;
Scott of West Virginia; DePew of
New York and Carter of Montana.
Of course we have had Aldrich on our
list for the last nine months'."
y

J

THE

Reflections of One Who Has Seen
Life That la by No Means

OF CANNON

Washington, July

BY

STURDY around unregarded while tact in

WAS

IMILilALL

SAID

ft

Company

Subscribe for The Optic

Vindicated.

"Prisoner at the bar," said His
"you are charged with having
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
struck a man and then run away.
reKansas
City, July 24. Hogs,
man,
You are a respectable looking
ceipts 7,000. Market 5 cents higher.
and I am sorry to see you here."
"But I am not guilty of the charge, Bulk $8.959.10; heavy $8.909.05;
sir.
packers and butchers $8.959.15;
"Didn't you strike a man?"
motion."
"No, sir. I simply made a
"Didn't you run away?"
"I did not. It was impossible."
"How impossible?"
"I belonged to a baseball club for a
year, and then was bounced because
I couldn't make a run. Never made
one the whole season."
"You may go, prisoner. You are
not the guilty wretch I thought you!"
Hon-

or,

lights ?S.S59.15; pigs $S8.50.
Cattle, receipts 7,500. Market steady to 10 cents lower. Prime fed steers
$8.509; dressed beef steers $7.40
8.50; western steers $G.658.25;
southern Bteers $5.507.25; cows $4
7; heifers $57; stockers and feed-- ''
ers$57.80; bulls $4.756.50; calves
,

$6.5010.
Sheen, receipts 5,000. Market 10
cents higher.
Lambs $5.507. 65;
yearlings $4.755.50; wethers $4.25
5; ewes ?3.504.40; stockers .nd
feeders $2.504.

Our Policy

Settling a Bore.
Two friends had settled down to
their coffee, cigarette and game ol

chess in a tea shop when a third,
He
discordant third, joined them.
was unwelcome, obviously so; but
that did not prevent him "chipping
In" every moment with advice to th
players. They endured him in silence, till at last glint of a shilling
beside the board caught his eye.
."Hallqal") he said. "I didn't expect to find you chaps playing foi
filthy lucre."
"Indeed," said one of the playera
"But it isn't the filthy lucre w
object to; it's the filthy looker-on.- "
Then the game proceeded In
'

Hadn't Reached That.
The childish dislike to seem lgnor
ant of anything mentioned by adulti
is responsible for many an amuslnf
but not child
mistake. A
for example, noi
knowing "grown-up,- "
long since tried with earnest kindnesi
to "make conversation" with a brighi
little youngster not long since started
STOCK
YORK
NEW
EXCHANGE
to school.
New York, July 24. The Stock Ex
"So you go to real school, nowadays
change closed today with the following and not to the kindergarten," he re
sales:
marked, with ponderous sympathy
70
"And how do you like the curriculun
Amalgamated Copper
there presented?"
111
American Sugar- "I haven't got to It yet," answeret
98
Atchison
the
child brightly, "but I like all th
108
Northern Pacific
other studies very well."
161
Reading
soutnern racino
n
Horologleal Psychosis.
U&Vi
Union Pacific
"Father, my watch la mentally de
58
United States Steel
,
ranged."
106
United States Steel, pfd
"Why, my son, a watch cant tx
mentally deranged!"
"Mine is. The Jeweler told me te
dajr It had Inst its halanea." Judz
Subscribe for The Optic.

Absolute integrity, satisfaction and accommodation with the intention of winning and holding

the patronage of every person entering our door.

Good Service
You tnsist upon good merchandise

entitled to good service also,

you are

Our constant

en- -

deavor is to give you both,
'

Glve Us a Trial

child-lovin-

It will not require much persuasion to convince you that these things are true.
We

Are Outfitters for the Family

and Retailers of Everything Good.

The
5,

Store of Quality"
P
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PERSONALS

.

W. E. Galles of Albuquerque Is in
town on a few days' busines visit.
Mrs. W. H. Green of Springer came
in last night for a few days' visit with
friends in this' city.
Phillip Sanchez of Mora, who has
been in this city for the past week,
left today for his home.
Frank Springer left this afternoon
for Collax county where he will be on
business for several days.
night
C. H. Wagner came in last
from his home at Gulf port, Miss., for
a short business visit here.
S. B. Rohrer left this afternoon
will
for his ranch at Onava, where he
few
days.
next
the
for
Btay
Joe Clevenger left today for San
will visit
Diego, Ca'i,, where he
friends for the next month.
Clarence Iden of Gross, Kelly and
for
Company, left yesterday afternoon
Watrous on a short business trip.
comP. A. Woodling, a well' known
mercial man of Kansas City, was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
S. B. Davis, Jr., left this arternoon
busfor Santa Fe, where he will be a
few
days.
next
iness visitor for the
Joseph Matt and son, of Tres
came in yesterday afternoon'
for a few days business visit here.
J. D. Bloom, proprietor of the Plaza
'
hotel, came in this afternoon from
on a business
in
Chicago
his home
visit.
F. H. Maxson, a well known business
man of Elephant Butte, came in, lost
in Las
night for a short business visit
Her-mano-

Vegas.

Levi Appel of Cincinnati, O., came
in yesterday evening for a few days'
visit with his brother, Isaac Appel of
this city.
George Bryan and F. O. 3lcQuiddy
Casa near
are camping on the Rio
Mora.
They expect to be gone for
two weeks.
for the
C. J. Dawe, representative
C. S. Morey Mercantile company of
in Las
Denver, was a business visitor
1
Vegas today.
Mllnor Rudolph of Mora is in town
for a few days' business visit. He
came in with Max Kraus and wftl
leave for Mora this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. G..Ward,
who have been on an extended vacation trip to the north, are expect
ed' to return home soon.
Mat Kraus came in 'last night from
his home in Mora on a short busi
ness visit. Mr. Kraus is connected
with the Mora Mercantile company.
Ed Crooks and family of the mesa
passed through last evening on their
way to the mountains, where they
will camp for the next two weeks.
James McCoy, the stoe Keeper for
the Santa Fe, returned last evening
from A'lbuquerque, where he has been
a business visitor for the past few

M. R. Williams, "superintendent of
the bridge and building department
of this division of the Santa Fe railway, left this afternoon for Albuquerque on a short business visit.
Joe Sundt and family returned today from Washington, D. C, where
they have been on a trip. Mr. Sundt
was the representative of the Brotherhood of Firemen and Engineers at
the big convention held in Washington not long ago.
Mrs. John Borradalie of Albuquer- Mrs. John Borredaile of Albuquer-day- s
at El Porvenir as the guest of
Mrs. F. B. Romero, will leava this
evening for her home. Mrs. Borra-dai'iis greatly pleased with the cli
mate of this part of the state.
E. G. Wilson, superintendent (of
the leased wire service of the
Mountain States Telephone and
company, with headquarters
in Denver, came in this afternoon
and wll'i be a business visitor in
this city for a few days before returning home.
e

Tele-ygtap- h

the biggest fish, as well as stories of
those they missed.
Mr. and Mrs, David Hazels and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Yoakum have returned from their big fishing trip and
say that fishing never was bettevin
their estimation, than, it Is at Rowe.

GOSSIP OF THE
SHOPS AND YARDS.
!

air compresser is now being
placed in the shops, making three
compressers now in use.
A new

Engineer Milroy nas returned to
work on his engine after having been
off for the past few weeks.

GET THE SAVING HABIT

ONCE

and it v ill start you on the road to independence. A little saved regularly
will amount to quite a sum in a short time and assure you success

Engineer Joe Clevenger and family

Mr. and Mrs, Harry Bradwick and
son passed through Las Vegas last
night on their way from Garden City,
Mr. Bradwick
Kas., to Los Angeles.
was formerly baggageman at the 'local depot.
W. C. Davis of Val'iey Center, Kas.,

bring home.

laid the foundation stone for the new
Australian commonwealth buildings,
which are to he erected on the
The building,
Strand at Aldwych.
which is to be an Imposing edifice
from an architectural point of view,
is to house the offices of the high
commissioner of the commonwealth
of the several
and the agents-genera- l
It is
Australian states in London.
of
the
as
also to serve
headquarters
New
which
in
scheme
immigration
South Walea and Victoria have just
amalgamated, and-- it is expected that
ultimately!! emigration to Australia
will be conducted entirely from this
center.

TAKE SEATS AT

TWO PER CENT PAID ON CHECKING

will leave this week for California,
where they will remain for the next DR. R. K. McCLANAHAN AND C. D.
month on a vacation. During the ab
BOUCHER APPOINTED TO FILL
sence of Clevenger Engineer Alexan
VACANCIES
der is pulling the throttle on 1602.

has been hired as night ticket agent,
relieving Chester Bebber, who has
been given a position in SuperintendMrs. William C McDonald and An- ent Myers' office as file clerk, tak
of
tonio Lucero, secretary
stats, ing the place of Charles Stewart,
'
came in this afternoon from Santa
Fe. They will remain here untfi Sat
Baggageman Spence returned this
urday. Mrs. McDonald and Mr. Lu
com- week from an extended hunting and
cero will be at tne Normal
mencement tonight and at Camp Mc fishing trip. He reported big game
Donald tomorrow when Governor's ail over New Mexico and informeu
his friends that most of the animals
day will be celebrated.
that he killed were too large to
KING LAYS FOUNDATION STONE
London, July 24. The king today

NE1M0ERINT0

FIVE

P. O.

Engineers G. A. Bryan and
McQuiddy left this week for the Rio
de la Casa, where they wM remain
cn a fishing trip for several days
They made the trip in George's
steamer and will return in that con
veyance, providing she doesnt run
hot.

Brakeman B. J. Howell is now run
ning on passenger, taking the place
of Brakeman Schaffer, who is on a
vacation. Howell was called into
passenger service unexpectedly and
consequently was forced to rely on
tho cnurtesv of his friends for a uni

At the adjourned meeting of the
city council held last night in the
council chambers, Dr. R. K. McClana-haand C. D. Boucher were appointed
by Mayor Taupert to fill the. vacancies
of Hallett Raynolds and J. K. Martin,
both of whose resignations were pre
sented to the council last night. Dr.
will
McClanahan and Mr. Boucher
serve on the same committees as their
predecessors.
The nominations were unanimously
accepted by the councilmen present.
to the
Mayor Taupert announced
council that he was in receipt of a pro
position from the Agua Pura company
in regard to the city waier contract.
This propositin is that thf city agree
to pay the Agua Pura company $1,500
a year for the use of tne water, in
took
cluding all service. The
no action on this offer, but it probably
will be finally decided upon at the next
meeting.
The different reports of the city of
ficials were read and approved at the
nieetin. Councilman Chris Wiegand
suggested to the council that $500 be
transferred from the sewer fund into
the general fund and this suggestion
was approved by the council.
The council inquired of Mayor Taupert as to what work had been done
on the streets during the past month
and was informed that the progress
had been satisfactory. A number of
streets have been improved in condi
tion at a small cost.

form.

The board of railway commissioner
for Canada issued, on July 9, a code
nf regulations requiring cars in the
Dominion to be equipped with safety
annliances corresponding to those
called for by the standards prescribed
by the interstate commerce commis
sion of the United States. All railroads
in Canada are called upon to com
plete the necessary changes in their
cars and engines by December, 1915
These rules refer to hand brakes
s
brake-steps- ,
running boards,
ladders, handholds, uncoupling lev
,'
ers, etc.

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National

League.

at Philadelphia; clear.
Pittsburgh at New York; cloudy,
Cincinnati at Boston; cloudy.
St. Louis at Brooklyn; cloudy.

Chicago

American League.
No games scheduled.

sill-step-

;

American Association.
at Kansas City; cloudy,

Milwaukee

ACCODNTS

FOUR PER CENT PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

PEOPLES BANK

(Ei

,

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL

STANDING

JJFJHE

National
'

Club
New York

5112,000.00

League
Won Lost

-

Philadelphia

61
50
46
44
39

'

Chicago

Pittsburgh

h-

-

Brooklyn
Boston

--

.

St Louis

..

Cincinnati

CLUBS

37
35

.35

Pet.
.701
.602
.517
.506

26
33

f3
43

.476

43
49
64
56

.430
.393
.385

American League
Won Lost
2Y
64
Philadelphia
Club

Pet

(Cleveland

.703
.598

Washington
Chicago
Boston
Detroit St. Louis
New York

65
62
51
42

(39

38
28

;

37
39
45
46
57
69

.571
.531
.477
.406
.392
.322

59

Denver

.

r--

Des Moines

Lincoln
Omaha ,
St, Joseph
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

51
48

Pet.

-

.670

30
41

.554
.527
.516

73

48
44
39 o

45

39

63

36

B8

Special Excursion Elates
CALIFORNIA

,1"

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

Los Angeles or San Diego

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco - - - Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle .
Special dates, shorter limit -

Won Lost
Western League ,

Club

ummer and

.484

47
49

,443
.

.424
.383

It a substitute Is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper medicine Is pressed upon you or
the dealer's profit, hot yours. Foley
Kidney Pills may COBt the dealer
more than a cheap lubstitttte, but
they give better results than any other kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

$48.50
S43.50

$55.00
$50,00
$77.50
$72.50

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
D. L.

BATCHELOR., Agent

CONFIDENCE OOZES FROM PORES
OF THE RIVAL BOXING SPECIALISTS

Western League.
Engineer C. M. Winstead has taken
crops.
In preparation tor great
Wichita at Denver; rain.
at the Duncan opera house are excelleave of absence and is now the Pacific Fruit
Express e build'a.1?
at
clear.
lent.
Lincoln;
The militiamen who have been
Topeka
vacation.
enjoying a pleasant
a large ;iew ice manufaeiuri'ig plar.t
HE encamped
Sioux City at St. Joseph; cloudy.
here for the past ten days
It will bu completed
at Los Angeles
Omaha at Des Moines; clear.
will attend the bout in large numbers
Engineer Fred Kamraer has taken in
85
October, will Lave a cao?uty of
days.
while the local delegation
a
leave of absence and will
of fight
ions daily, and will cost 12.,000. Tin
Miss Carrie Codlin left this after spend that time on a real vacation.
fans
will be large.
also
;.'y
design is such that, by the installation
noon for. Maxwell. Miss Codlin has
YESTERDAnBASEBALL
Newman finished his. training yesthe
of
unit
cap
another
of
machinery,
school
summer
the
been attending
Engineer Lee Wright has returned
terday afternoon before a large deleto 170 tons
National League.
of the normal for the past eight to his labors after having been on acitv can be increased
gation of fans and with the coming
be
room
will
provided
daily.
At
New York New York, 2; PittsStorage
weeks.
list for the past 30 days.
the lay-of-f
in the bantamweight divichampion
be
for 15,000 tons. The building will
Mrs. J. Peterson of Djeming left
burgh, 0.
sion,
Chavez, pleased all his
Benny
Mrs
construction.
Icing plat
of concrete
At Philadelphia Chicago, 13; Phillast evening for her home.
Engineer B." Archibald is contem
admirers.
His
one
at
20
cars
care
will
punch seems better
for
for
the
forms
in
this
8.
has
been
Peterson
4- city
4-adelphia,
plating a trip to Canada and probably
'
f
while his lightning speed dazzles the
At Brooklyn Brook'yn, 7;
St.
past few days looking after business will leave next week for that place. time, so that fruit cpn be moved
fans.
"I
After
will
win
in
several
as
boxing
refrisera
from
fast
Yoakum,
interests.
Ixmis, 2.
promptly without delay
"I have little to say about
rounds he finished and Impressed his
I have won from them all. He
will
Mrs. Manuel Valdez of Mora was
At Boston Boston, 4; Cincinnati, 1,
this fight. I have won from
Another crew was sent to the tie tion. The ammonia condensers
..
holds nothing over me. in my
,
admirers with the fact that he would
entire output
a visitor in this city yesterday. She line at
Hi...
Newinan practically twice and
Domingo yesterday to assist be of a new type. The
increas
leave the ring tonight the winner.
was accompanied by her two daugh the
I will show the
the
to
and
used
for
is
estimation,
be,
rapidly
American
the
crew
with
the bout tonight, if won by me, f
League.
there
heavy
regular
La Vegas
ters. They left last evening for work.
fans that I can
At St. Louis Philadelphia, 8; St.
will constitute by third
ing refrigerated shipments of fruit
Stanley Yoakum, "the iron man
victory.
their home.
,
conie back strong even with a
from Dallas," finished his work last
I can confidently say that I will
through Southern Caifornia and in ic Louis, 1.
cars
Miss Ju'iia Jaffa of'Roswell came
man
Pacific
a
who claims decision over
passenger
At .Chicago Washington, 7; Chiwin by a knockout."
Machinist day Bloxman returned ing Southern
night at his training quarters. The
in this afternoon and will be a vis to work last
me."
quarters were crowded with fans who
night after having been at the Los 9ngeles station. Railway cago, 1.
STANLEY YOAKUM.
itor in this city for The next two on a short vacation for the past two Age Gazette.
At Cleveland Cleveland, 5; Bos.LOUIS NEWMAN.
Yoakum a strong favorite. After
play
weeks, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. weeks.
ton, 3.
'
t
going through the fast preliminary
David E. Rosenwald.
va
to
as
the rope,
the
work, such as Jumping
The opinion of railway
Misses' Clara Harvey and KatherWestern League.
Fireman Tom Trainer is on the ue of cinders has been gradually
'
punching the bag and shadow boxing, Newman will go ten rounds, the Newine McLaughlin left this afternoon sick list, and has been unable to be
At Des MoinesDes Moines,
3;
With both Yoakum and Newman Yoakum worked out several. rounds Mexico limit.
them as
until
regard
many
changing
for Raton, after spending the past at his job behind the shovel for sev
confident of victory and the seat sale with the gloves with two fast boys.
worse than valueless. In former years Sioux City, 1.
two months in this city attending the eral days.
At Omoha Omaha, 5; St. Joseph the largest
on
as
ballast
used
were
widely
yai known for a local bout, He showed in this part of the training
they
summer school at the Normal Unibranch lines, but in many instances
prospects for, tonight's boxing card that he is fit for his battle with Newversity.
Boilermaker Helper Martinez acci the
man tonight. His punch. Judgment
practice has been discontinued,
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Rogers of Sildentally smashed his hand last Fri and they have come to be considered
wind are excellent and he looks
and
ver City came In this afternoon and day at the shop and' has been unable
BAND TO GIVE DANCE
with
satisfaction towards the Burprlse
in
land
for
for
suitable
filling
only
Rowill remain until tonight. Mrs.
to be at his regular job since.
carethe fans will view tonight, ac
that
future
However,,
development.
the
in'
teacher
a
former
gers ;is
to his ideas.
reveal
will
ful
ways
cording
IN
frequently
TOMORROW
ARI10HY
study
Normal and hag ' many friends.;, in
The wrecking outfit is receiving a
can
be
utilized
cinders
in
prowhich
!
The
bouts will be the
preliminary
this city.
new coat of paint this week in honor
:
not onevery
ever been staged
railway,
fastest
have
that
Nearly
fitably.
Miss Sarah Schreckner left this
the"
fact that 'it has not been need
pf
for a local fight. The Battling Hunly in the west, but also in the east, SANTA FE'S CRACK MUSICAL OR
afternoon j for her home in Raton. ed in service for several weeks.
GANIZATION TO ENTER.
has a consllerable mileage of branch
Miss Schreckner has been here for
garian, who won from a well known
TAIN LAS VEGAS
or
mud
ballast
with
lines
little
Santa Fe boxer some time ago, will be
ballast,
4
.
the past eight weeks, attending the Word1 received from Cashier Joe El- .
better than this, where cinders would
on the card for eight rounds. His opsummer session of the New Mexico lledge says that he is
having a big
The dance that is to be given toNormal University.
ponent will be Battling Sanchez, who
time during his vacation and will re be a great Improvement. The practice
morrow
western
could
one
be
of
road
Dan Bummutt,, editor of the
night at the armory by the
profithas been working with Newman for
turn to Las Vegas about the last of
some time. Sanchez is a clever boxer
ably followed in many Buch cases. As First Regiment band will be a big
Herald,
popular magazine of this month.
the Methodist church, passed through
the cinders have to be loaded on cars affair, according to those who are in
and no doubt this fight will be a good
The armory floor, which
here this afternoon en route from his
one. Another preliminary will:-- ; be
Blacksmith Schaffer is on the lay at the cinder pits for removal, this charge of it.
home at Chicago to Los Angeles, off list for a few days. The old faith- - road loads them either In standard or was put in the best of condition last
between two fast boxers of the
Optic ball, will he In
where he will spend his vacation.
state militia. These boys have been
M Kid Burns Is now doing the black drop bottom cars which would other night for The
good shape tomorrow nignt
Mr. and Mrs. Benigno Romero, Mrs, smith
nl the game for some time and
job in Schaffer's place, assist- wise return empty. These cars are
The music will
This
F. B., Romero and Miss Frances Del- - ed by Kid Lancaster.
hauled out to branch lines in the diwill put up a good exhibition, aci,
orchestra,
rection of the car movement, and are band carries an
gado left this morning ior Ei Rlto,
to those militiamen who know
j
cording
furnish the music. All
a small place near Mora. They will
them.
Fireman Lee Welsh, tiring of the then taken out onto the branches by which will
attend the wedding at Jfcat place to- monotonous course of human and way freights and quickly unloaded. It the latest rags and other musical
The first bout will start promptly
tend to make the dancers
morrow of Alfredo Lucero and Miss mechanical events, decided1 this week has been found that by
carefullly mak- pieces that
at
8:30 o'clock and the others will
Placida Sanchez, which will be cele- to take a few weeks' vacation, which ing out a program in advance and enjoy an evening will be played. No
,
follow In quick succession. All fans
brated in the parish cnurch. Mr. he is now partaking of with unusual working to it, it Is possible complete- limit has been placed and the dance
are requested to take notice of the
as the dancers see
Lucero is a son of E. M. Lucero, a vigor.
ly to ballast a considerable mileage will run as long
time that this card will start. For
member of the constitutional convenof branch line track with cinders each fit to stay. Tne dance win be atthe past two fights the hour of starta large delegation of Las
tion from Mora county. The young
Engineers Art Langston, H. Quig-le- year at a cost very little above that tended by
ing has been placed at 9 o'clocl", but
folkman attended the normal here until
and Joe Merrltt left this week of the actual labor of putting the cin- Vegas society
as there are no conflicting entertainrecently. The bride is a daughter on a two weeks' fishing trip. They ders under the track. Railway Age
ments this evening the show hag be;n
nf Mr. and "Mrs. Pedro It. Chavez.
no doubt will bring home some of Gazette.
called for 8:30 o'clock. Yoakum and
Subscribe for The Optic.
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There Is more Catarrh in this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatSciment, pronounced it incurable.
ence has proven Catarrh to be a con-
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Dentist
Dental

work of jany

njoderate prices
.Center

Room

East

Las
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A,

MOOSE

O.

Meets second ami
Thursday
evenlnt
eai
moiiih at w o W. Hall. Vtaitlat
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. ThornhilL
Secretary
fourth

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. B.
Meets every

Ml

I.

Veyas. N

M

for

Rout

FURNISHED rooms for light house
keeping; bath included.
502 Main
street, corner Fifth.

run. nn.n.
tuijvu uneap,

AMD

SIGN PAINTING
429 GRAND AVE.

t

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hi'il. Phone Purple 5301.
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One Masonic iink cuff button
and one fountain pen. Return to
Rosenthal Furniture Co. and re
ceive reward.
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way when you
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Better EMPRESS
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FLOUR rtaUs
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Made by GER-- 1
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' OA A
STANDARD

SILVER
PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL

FRENCH-

-

GREY (STER
LING) FINISH

can be
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tained

OF SALE OF PROPERTY
FOR DELINQUENT
TAXES
Notice is hereby given that I, the

NOTICE-

cb- -

I
I

-

undersigned, treasurer and
collector of San Miguel county of the
state of New Mexico, will, on the 4th
day of August, A. D. 1913, at the hour
of 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
day, at the court house of the county
of San Miguel at Las Vegas, New Mexico, offer for sale separaterly and in
consecutive order each parcel of prop
erty upon which any taxes are delinquent as shown by the tax rolls or so
much thereof as may be necessary to
realize the respective amounts due.
Said sale shall continue until not
later than 4 o'clock in the afternoon
or each day and from
day to day at
the same hours for a period of 30
days unless all of said property shall
be sold oj- - the amounts due shall be
paid or realized before the expiration
of said thirty days.
EUCENIO

ROMERO,

Treasurer and

DORADO

LODGE

NO.

I

KNIGHTS
TH I AS Meets ev
ery Monday even
OF PY

in Castle Hall
Visiting
Kn'ghtr
ere cordially Invit
6I. Chas Liebacs
ner.
Chancellor
Commmder.
'
Harrj
Jjl,i-ry Martin, Keeper of Records and

2...

epan

8:10 p. m
No.
4. . .11:05 p. m
No.
8. . 2:05 a. m
1:45 p. m
No. 10..
.

.

.

No.
No.

t.

.

8.

.

No.
No.

7..
..

1:15
11:05
2:10
2:1

WEST SOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:38
7:00
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CRYSTAL BCE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

'
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each. Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery

Lincoln Ave

I

20c per 100 Ibi.
25c per 100 lb.
..30c per 100 lbs.
..40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

Less than 50 lbs., Each Dslivery

AG U A PUR

A.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity aa
Iastlng Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

t

ANT Ads
Are Best
"

j

'

Market Finders

Classified ad., search out the people to wcojii among an
those who MIGHT BWY ths particular thleg is worth nioev

.

That property you want to soli is WORTH MOST io semotias
would ie?er
who reads the ads. in this EOTrspaper and
hear
your property unless It were advertised here
Others, who read and ans rer ads. in this nexrspaper wat ia..Ht
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, need machiR.'y
and furniture, articlos of selulnes of any sort, and musical s.
strumeuts.

Collector,

...

Ai the classified ads. are read by all possible buye:s. of all
sorts of thlags, they have come to be finders of the best
sets.

Subscribe for The Optic,
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RETAIL PRICES

San Miguel County, New Mexico.

in this city from

ALL GROCERS

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.

City.

7 EMPRESS

7
I

TRADE-Springe- r

Irrigated land near
for Las Vegas real es- tate; also 12 acres in Kansas for
New Mexico property. Box 111,

Silver Spoon
!

Device, G. K.; ITranlt AngeL T. 8.

Miscellaneous

This

mi

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Rlchtrd

Seal.

176.

tr

LOCAL TIME CARD

two

FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone
Main

HER. MAN

N. O.

COUN-CIOF COLUMBUS,
804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,

NO.

four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

KNIGHTS

EL

.

f
01

f"
KJ XJ XJ

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In
aach month. Tiaitinj
brothers cordially in- rited. Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H. S .an Petten, Secretary. J.

FOR SALE Bran and ground barley
for feed, at Trambley Roller Mills
east of the power house.

Tel. Maip

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scan
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manlcnr
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 r m. to 3:30 n d

W II"!

""

FOR SALE Cheap, a good team of
bay mares, three and four years old,
one sorrel yearling colt and a
good
spring wagon. T. C. Lipssett, 1026

1esrrptlo

,

HloCk.

Salle

Fifth street.

EMPRESS

-

M.

1

Professional Health Culture for Ladl.

T;'A

"-

A.

flrel
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the mouth in the vestry
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
ilar conclave pc. d Tues- - o'clock p. m Visiting brothers ar
day in each month at Ma- Invited.
Isaac Appal
i
cordially
sonlo Temple at 7:39 p. m. G. H.
President; Charlei Greenclay, 8e
Klnkei, E. C. ; Chas. Tamme, Reretary.
'
corder.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
GO-CYCL-

mm

AND CAFF

SMOnT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

,

OLD SUBSCRIBERS

will be allowed on
tions.

OPTIC

RESTAURANT

per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
pation. Adv.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines
All advertisements
charged
NOTICE.
The Deep Lake Hunting and Fish- will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
ing club has leased the lake known
as the Deep lake, which is located' Cash in advlnee preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAO VEGA8 LODGE NO
south of the La Jara take of this
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY1.
Meets every Monday, evening al
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
AL ARCH MASON8 Regular con
their hall on Sixth Street All visit
Lakes Land company. No person will
vocation first Monday In
ing brethren cordially Inted to a
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
each month at Masonic tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
property except members of the club,
Temple at 7:39 . m. H.
Lehman, V. G.: T. M. El wood
and all persons going there must be
8. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
prepared to show a membership card
C. V. Hedscock, cemetery trustee.
Flood, Secretary.
in this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing.
vi,
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
ft. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I,
FISHING CLUB.
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O Rutledje, WortSy Mahall, on the second and fourtb
NOTICE.
tron; Mrs. Acnes Tripp, Secretary.
of each month at g p. m.
Mondays
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle
Telephone Uala 32.
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
WANTED
Second hand, light double
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local D9
lakes, which are the two northern
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty.
harness.
Call
Visiting members are espe
Saturday, 7:30 a. m.,
mosi of th group of Kroenig's lakes
102 Meos every Monday night at
Welcome and cordially invitS. L. Barker, 1209 Mora avenue.
daily
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
ed.
person will be allowed jo hunt or
? o'clock.
Visiting members are
Reliable girl for general
fish upon this property except mem' WANTED
welcome.
1,
i
J. C. Werti, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURcordially
uuubeworK. American preferred. 909
ners of tho club, and all persons go
J. T. Buhter secretary;
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W.
president:
Fifth
street.
ing there must be prepared to show
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
a membership card In this organizaand third Mondays of each month,
tion..
Otherwise they will be arrest vvAiijii uin for general house B. P. o. ELKS Meets second and
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Lawork. 1102 Eighth street. Phone
ad for trespassing.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
202.
dies always welcome. O. L. Flers-ma-n
Vegas
THE LA JARA HUNTING
month Elks home on Ninth streat
President; A. D. Tillman, FinAND FISHING CLUB.
a i i slu- - competent stenographer and Douglas avenue. Visiting brotV ancier; Mrs. A.- V. Morrow, local
ersare cordially Invited Gov. Wm,
and office clerk Answer in own
deputy, 908 Jackeon avenne; Z. W.
ATTORNEYS
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConMontague, assistant deputy, 1011
handwriting, j. b. Optic office.
don, Secretary.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
HUNKER & HUNKER

E.
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testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 73c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

o
o
o

()

o

&e

COLUMN

You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a
GO-CYCL-

LOBBY

quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
j surfaces
of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
(ails to cure. Send for circulars and RATES

AND

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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frie only' 'street tney can ire rn soifi'8 versed
tnpir ""IiTrtaSij
that part of town. It's the natural dook:"
In the twilight wp parted.
artery for that new district out there,
In the niht
since there are hills on both sides
We dr"aiiied
sweet dream.
Then we nu t and we parted
of it."
Atpiin
Wright still puzzled over the map.
But dreams come again.
"What are those red lines crossing
CHAPTER IX,
Maple Avenue about two blocks south
of Bluff Street?" was his next question..
The story Wright had printed the
"Those? They are the railway tracks first day .and. the reply it drew from
of all the lines entering Belmont ex- the Banner the next morning caused
cept those that come down the river the News to be awaited with undisfrom the north."
guised eagerness on the second after"Are they going to build a viaduct noon. This was heightened on the
there?"
part of the men in the syndicate interested in the franchise by the perti"Nothing is said about it."
The new venture would be a good nent questions put to them in the
thing for Belmont if the company morning by News reporters. David
would confine itself to good works. Kerr was called on the telephone half
The most objectionable thing was the a dozen times by his lieutenants, and
lack of frankness on. the part of the arrangements were made to have a
men back of the enterprise. Here was line open to Esmeralda Springs at
a corporation seeking to serve the pub- three-thirty- ,
the hour when the News
lic and not taking the public into its was issued.
confidence.
Although they were prepared to disWhile Morrison and the publisher count some of the story because oi
of the News were canvassing the sit- the questions asked them, yet none of
uation, a telegram from the Chicago the ring men was prepared for a reveNews Agency was delivered to Wright. lation of the scheme such as the News
made.
Black headlines ran across
It read:
"Hammersley is the private secre- four columns and the story also took
tary of Adolphus Koerner, Koerner & up most of the second page. There
Co., packers. Others are clerks in law was a map of the proposed interurban
office of Kendall. Strang & Kendall."
route, and pictures of pretty homes on
"By George!" exclaimed Wright. Maple Avenue. But from one end ot
the story to the other there was no
"The stock-yard- s
company!"
Then he remembered what the mention of David Kerr or of the local
county surveyor had innocently told. backing being given the bill before
There could be no doubt of it. The the council. It was expressly stated
stock-yard- s
company was making some that the incorporators of the new commove which it did not dare make pany were merely dummies and that
they were acting in the interest of the
openly.
"It looks like it," assented Morrison. stock-yardcompany.
Amos Gilbert in an interview denied
"Have' you any idea what they want?"
"Not the slightest.
They're not any knowledge of the transaction, sayfighting the traction
company, I ing that his connection with the stockknow."
yards company was merely nominal
This, thought Wright, explained Gil- and that he did not even know if the
bert's many visits to Chicago recently. company was interested in the line
The stock-yard- s
attorney had appar- proposed. He did not see how, as a
ently no connection with the new com- company, it could be.
Gilbert sat in his office as soon as he
pany, but Wright and Morrison, too,
when it was explained to him, were secured a paper and read the story
both of the opinion that he waB direct- word for word over the telephone to
ing every move. If he was In it, David Kerr. The latter promptly announced
Kerr was in it; and if David Kerr waa that he would be home the next day,
broken-hearte-
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CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a motherless
girl who has spent most of her life at
school, arrives at her father's home In
Belmont. David Kerr la the political boss
iof the town and is anxious to prevent his
daughter learning of his real character.

ty in particular. .Was 'anything going
on just then? This elicited the reply
that the spring was not far enough
advanced for the usual work, but that
the stock-yard- s
company had had men
out. What were they doing? They
were seeing how they could save their
tracks along the river and rearranging the quarantine tracks for Texas
cattle which were by themselves to
the east of the main yards. This was
all the courthouse man brought back
to the office, but it was duly presented
to Wright by the city editor.

CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the
Chicago packers, is negotiating with
Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a
valuuble franchise. They fear the opposition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
paper.
"
CfTPTER III Kerrasks the assistance
of Judge Gilbert In introducing Gloria to
jBelmont society and promises to help him
That afternoon Belmont rubbed its
iput through the packers' franchise and let
lilin have all the graft.
eyes as it looked at the front page of
News. In the last column under
meets Joe Wright the
CHAPTER
at the Gilberts. It appears they are on an extended head was a story about
Intimate terms, havlnpr met previously in the proposed car line down Maple avea touring party in Europe.
nue. It was not replete with facts and
twits Wright on figures, but it asked a great many
CHAPTER
his failure to keep an engagement to
meet her in Paris. He explains that the questions and contained several Interdeath of his mother prevented his going views which said nothing. Even the
to Paris.
property owners along Maple avenue
who had consented to the line and
(Continued from Yesterday)
then been pledged to secrecy until the
matter was made public by the introduction of the bill in the council, knew
CHAPTER VIII.
nothing more than that Rosenbaum &
When Wright reached his office the Rosenbaum had secured their consent.
The Chicago news agency did not
morning after the ball, he found his send what
information it gathered unattorney, Arthur Morrison, waiting for til too late for use on that
day.
him. He had been drawn to Morrison
Sam Hayes bought a paper on the
the first time he had met him and
read the story, and rushed for
had asked him to take care of the pa- street,
a telephone. He paid two dollars and
per's legal business. In this his judgment had not been warped by a sud- thirty cents for the privilege, one
den friendship, for the young lawyer could not call it pleasure, of talking
with Kerr at Esmerelda Springs. He
was worthy of his confidence.
Like read the
paper to the boss, the front
he had risen
IV-Gl- oria

from an
Judge Gilbert,
humble home, but unlike the adviser
of Belmont corporations he had made
his way independently of the malign
Influences which constantly seem to
seek to attract young men of talent
who. follow the law as a profession.
To him both as his legal adviser and
his friend, Wright had talked freely
and had rejoiced to learn that Morrison's ideals and hopes for Belmont
were the same as his own.
"Even if you hadn't asked me to
watch things with you while you are
still a stranger to Belmont," Morrison
began, "I think I would have come
to you. Last night while we were enjoying ourselves a bill was introduced
in the council for a car line down
Maple Avenue."
"I saw an account of it in the Banner, and thought it strange nothing
had been made public before it was
introduced.
Who wants the franchise 7"
"They're under cover, It's the Belmont Interurban Company, a New
Jersey corporation, and the men
named as incorporators are only dummies."
"That isn't usual, is it, with honest
men?"
"I don't know any more about it
than you do, but you'd better investigate."
"When does the bill have its next
reading?" asked Wright, after considering what was- the paper's best

s

oace story and the trenchant short
editorial in inquiry. Kerr asked that
he be connected with Gilbert, but already the Judge was trying to get Esmeralda Springs, having seen the
News just a few minutes after Hayes.
Their conversation was short, Kerr
knew the facts, and it was mainly a
discussion of how the Banner should
treat the matter in the morning, ""he
boss decided his paper should insist
that the News was trying to knock
the town. The attack was to be upon
the News, thus diverting attention
from the real issue.' This command,
properly phrased, was dropped into
the eager ear of Deacon Winthrow,
and he proceeded to write a scathing
editorial holding up to scorn the paper which would try to barricade the
path of the car of progress. The deacon felt proud of his editorial when
he read it in the proof, and was
warmed with a
glow to
think that he had thought of it. He
still lived in the age of personal jour- d

i

move.

"Not until Tuesday night."
"That gives us five days. If we
make a noise won't they call a special
meeting and push it through?"
"Kerr isn't likely to do that. He's
Interested, I suppose, but how ?"
"We'll get busy today," Wright said
decisively. "A few pointed questions
on the front page may' bring tbem out
from under cover."
In the conference which ensued the
two men discussed every possible
phase of the question, yet they never
dreamed that it was part of the stockyards scheme. What aroused suspicion as much as anything else was
that there was nothing they could find
on which to base suspicion. When
Morrison left it was with the intention
of scrutinizing a copy of the proposed
ordinance carefully.
Wright sent a reporter to interview
Alderman Grunewald, and all other reporters were instructed to find out
what the public thought of it and any
definite facts that could be brought to
light. The city editor himself took
an hour off to go to the office of Rosen-bauwho it was
& Rosenbaum,
learned had given Grunewald the bill
to present for them.
The drag net which the News spread
did not seem productive of results calculated to bring anything to light. Alderman Grunewald had introduced it
at the request of his good friends
Rosenbaum & Rosenbaum and knew
nothing about it.
Rosenbaum & Rosenbaum said that
the proposed franchise spoke for itself,
and that the road would prove of inestimable benefit to Belmont, since in
the near future it would be extended
to Corona, and all the people of that
little town and the villages along the
line would do their shopping in Bel
mont. The incorporators were Chica
go men with plenty of capital back of
them.
Wright telegraphed a Chicago news
agency to find out who the incorporators were. At his suggestion the city
editor tried to get Kerr at Esmeralda
Springs by telephone, but was unsuccessful.
Only one clue was found which of
Itself was suspicious, and It was not
one which could be used that afternoon.
The courthouse reporter had
dropped into the county surveyor's office, and talked about surveying in
aeneral and the workiaHeiinJiixcun- -
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opposite.
"Morrison, a newspaper man has to
trust in many cases to his sixth sense;
that's his nose for news, for the big
story. Often he misses fire, but when
he does hit the bull's-eyeverybody
knows it." Such was Wright's preamble as he brought his chair down on
the floor and prepared to tell the lawyer what his sixth sense had made
him feel was the real object of the
company is
.game. "The stock-yard- s
preparing to steal a street."
e

"What!" gasped Morrison. "What
makes you think so?"
"Everything. See how the river is
eating up the only tracks to the stockyards. They've got to get to the yards
farther east. Maple Avenue is the
easiest way. The franchise says nothing about what kind of cars are" to run,
how they are to be propelled, or what
they are to carry. I'll bet they are
Eoing to run cattle cars filled with
hogs and sheep and cattle down Maple
Avenue, and pull them with steam engines, too."
"I won't believe it," protested the
lawyer. "Maple Avenue is a residence

,

street!"

"The stock-yardcompany is a forcorporation interested only in
dividends."
"Look at Benton Park!"
"Yes, take a good look; you won't
want to in a year from now."
"I don't believe it."
"Anyway, that's the theory I'm going on. If it is correct, I've struck
the nail on the head with my first
guess. If it is wrong, I'll keep hammering away until the public demands
and is given the truth. If I'm wrong,
then they'll soon be smoked out. They
can't stand being so misinterpreted
when asking the public for a favor.
But I'm right, I toil you. They're going to connect with the railway tracks
where they cross Maple Avenue two
blocks below Bluff Street. Such a belt
line railway will be extremely valus

eign
'
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in it, he was not in it for his health.
In seeking to unravel the tangled
skein they now had a loose end to
work with. They could not imagine,
comhowever, why the stock-yard- s
pany was entering the street car field
in such a peculiar manner.
Wright sat with his chair tilted back
against the wall, his hands behind his
head, gazing at the map on the wall

Ji
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"Are They Going to Rul!d a Viaduct
There?"
other felualism and to lam bast
low personally was
al his editorial creed.
Before the prpor wsi out, Wrigh;
telephoned Gloria that he would h viable to drive with her but that.h:
would call in the evening.
They hud
reached the point h tnt.ir fast friendship where she was nuc unwilling to
;;out and let him know bow disa;.; c::;t-eshe was.
It was four o'ctoc': v.hen Morrison
arrived at the Ngwt of;re with a copy
As he
of the proposed t'i'iif nise.
threw it on the table in Wright's private office
"If that goes thrcu;,,-.- , tha company
can do anything accorJ.ng to its provision except commit murder."
"I suspected as much," replied
Wright, "What right of way have
they?"
Morrison went to the map of Belmont on the wall and located the city
terminus of the proposed line.
"Here's where they rtart on then-owtracks," he explained. "You ee.
there's a provision in the charier of
the Belmont Traction Company whereby any interurban line can use its
tracks into the heart of the city upon
payment, of a fair rental. Here's the
Townsend Park Line coming down
Bluff Street, and rirht here where
niuff Street crosses Mapl-- Avenue the
Jnterurban's own tracks will start."
"Then how does it run?"
"South on Maple Avenue and Maple
road, to a private right of way which
and parbegins east of the stock-yard- s
allels the county road to Corona."
Wright studied the map earnestly.
"You see, I'm too new to know that
neighborhood," he said. "Why did
.
thet,p.LcJ5 Mack. .AtE,i'x2"
d

able."
It was after six o'clock before they
decided to leave the office. As every
pro and con of the situation had not
boen exhausted, they adjourned to the
Belmont Club for dinner and there!
continued puzzling over the franchise

and its meaning.
Shortly before eight o'clock Wright
drained his coffee cup and looked
across the table at his companion.
"Doing anything tonight?" he inquired.
"No. Nothing on hand that I know
of."
"I'm calling on Miss Kerr tonight. I
want you to go with me; I can't go
alone."
"I shall be very glad to," replied the
young lawyer, successfully concealing
his surprise.
,
Wright, realized the fight was on.
He also knew what Gloria had come
to mean to him, and after what they
had said last night he was afraid to
see her alone. Now his first duty was
to the public, that public which so
often accepts bunefit.3 and sacrifices
all unconscious of its own gain and
whr.t tl,o cost has been. For the general good, for an ideal, for his belief
in what a paper should be, he was putting aside just for the time, his heart
told him the one woman who could
make him supremely happy.
The deferring of hope was heavy
upon Wright's heart as with Morrison
he walked in silence to Gilbert's
iaassu. Tvimsej

hef.-

and ordered that Gloria oe taken from
Belmont on any pretext whatever for
a few days until the fight had been
allowed to die down. The next day
was Sunday, on which Wright published no paper, and Kerr would be
home before another issued appeared.
He agreed with Gilbert that the Banner ought to ridicule the alleged expose.
Sunday night, much to her surprise
but not much against her will, Gloria
went to St. Louis with Mrs. Gilbert to
pick out furniture for Locust Lawn.
She did not know that her father had
returned from Esmeralda Springs that
morning and had .been closeted all afternoon with Gilbert and John Kendall, who had hurried to Belmont in
response to a telegram. The girl had
not seen Wright all day, nor had she
seen him Saturday, but there , came
from him a box of roses at noon.
Little witch' that she was, she meant
to surprise him by sending him a note
of thanks from St. Louis. She knew
he would join her and Mrs. Gilbert
there on her hint that they would be
glad to see him.
Wright received her note and perceived the slightly veiled invitation,
but he was too busy even to answer.
It was a week that contained more excitement than Belmont had seen since,
a frontier village, it had struggled
with the question of whether the state
should secede or remain in the Union.
David Kerr found himself confronted
by a formidable line of battle. The
Banner kept pounding away at the
News, but the afternoon paper was
not to be diverted from its purpose.
The citizens on Maple Avenue formed,
the Maple League, and wore buttons
on which were a maple leaf and the
legend, "Help us save our homes."
The car line was to run through the
seventh and eighth wards, and the
aldermen in those wards were deluged with letters, post cards, telephone calls and personal visits. Finally they went to David Kerr and
begged him that if he had enough
votes without them to let them oppose the franchise as they were in the

midst of their canvass for
The boss held them In line.
The bill had its second reading at
the council meeting Tuesday, but under orders from Kerr nothing further
was done with it at that time. He began to worry about the approaching
election. What to him was the passing of the bill at that time compared
to the control of the city for the next
two years? If he let it sleep now
and the election went his way then it
could be passed soon after. By the
time another election rolled around,
Belmont would have forgotten.
So it came about that the Kerr adherents tried to forget the franchise.
When the' bill disappeared they were
loud in their denunciation of the opposition thieves who had stolen it.
With this outburst they were willing
,to subside and forget the matter, but
this the News would not permit.
Wright kept it to the front and they
were forced to accept it as an issue.
The continuous attitude of apology
necessitated by this was weakening
The independent
them every day.
wave which bad been sweeping over
the country bad been late in striking
Belmont, there having been no newspaper to marshal the forces, but now
it was increasing to the volume of a
tidal wave which Kerr would have
hard work pouring oil upon.
The editor of the News recognized
that it was only a Pyrrhic victory he
had won by securing the shelving of
the franchise for the present. He was
not blind to the fact that the franchise would bob up serenely atter election. Now that he had aroused the
town and had committed himself to a
the ring, he determined
fight against
Ifc
to carry, it
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drawn his nre, to enter with great
heat into the coming election campaign, but he saw that the impetus
given the opponents of the machine
would carry them well on toward victory at the polls. Carrying the election would be a great advertisement
for the paper. If it lost, the News

A

Former Machine Hanger-oJack Durken.

n

could not be any worse off than
how.

Named

the exact situation.

"Lots o' things can happen, Jim
I've decided to get his paper, but )
need votes. It's too close to election
Tou ain't going to let him play yot
for a sucker. We've got to clean him
or he'll turn on you just as he hat
on me."
"I guess I ought to wait till h
does," was the cautious response
"I've got enough troubles without go
ins out and lassoing a young grizzly
bear."
"He ain't got no party," urged Kerr
"and you know how it happens in
them towns where such a paper gits
a start. He's got these fools in Bet
mont believing he's George Washington come to life again."
"I'm sorry for you, Dave, but honestly I don't see where I can help
out any. It would give me too black
ati eye, because the boys here have
set their hearts on winning this time.'
Kerr saw that McMinitry was forcing his hand, and he decided to ap
proach the situation from anothei
side.
"The next legislature '11 elect youi
successor," he suggested.
"I'm going to be my own succes
sor," asserted the senator.
"It's going to be a hot fight," con
tinued Kerr, unmindful of McMini
try's remark. "The state will swing
back to our party, but nobody knows
how the legislature '11 be on joint bal

it was lot"

Kerr forgot none of the precautions
he had taken in being prepared to embarrass Wright in his work if the occasion should arise. The merchants
who, through Kerr's influence, had patronized the News, suddenly withdrew
their advertising. Many who had been
in before the paper had changed bands
now ceased to use its columns.
If a
store was using the News and furnishing supplies to the workhouse or the
Jail, it faced the alternative of losing
a fat account or confining its advertising to the Banner. The proprietor,
being part of the machine, elselbotfl-tnwould ever have been purchased
from him for the city's use, promptly
gave up the News. It was the same
with meat markets. Other lines of
business were approached in other
ways, but the result was always the
same a loss of advertising revenue
to the News. Even the railroads were
derelict in delivering his white paper,
and Wright spent many an anxious
hour tracing cars from the mill to
find them lost in the Belmont yards.
Ono valuable source of Information
was developed by the News in a former machine hanger-onamed Jack
Durken. He came to work in the circulation department of the paper, and
Wright first heard of him through the
circulation manager. At Wright's request the man came to his office and
from his story the editor 'gathered
that he had not received fair treatment at the hands of the other gang
sters. He had lived in the disrepu
table first ward, and had had trouble
with Mike Noonan, a ward leader.
For his work he had been made a
street cleaning inspector, but after
having incurred the ire of Noonan had
lost his job.
Nothing the enemy did was able
to keep Wright from publishing a paper every day. Every issue was a
constant reminder to Belmont that
things were not as they should be and
that the'way to remedy conditions was
to defeat the city machine at the polls.
The editor spent all his daylight hours
at his office, and often was there until
iate in the night in conference with
various leaders. The opponents ol
Kerr had some old scores to settle,
and this was tlieir chance. The postmaster was usually to be found on
Kerr's side, although under cover, but
this time be could not afford to use
his influence for his party in city affairs even for a consideration. The
boss knew the game too well to press
g

n

him.
In the last days of the campaign the

r
leaders learned with surprise that Senator McMInitry, their
state boss, was coming to Belmont for
a day. They had not sent for him,
and were at a loss to account for the
visit. He had not taken any one into
his confidence, merely saying ho was
coming on business. Why he should
journey from Washington to Belmont
for so short a stay they could not understand. He gave it out that he was
making a flying visit to his home, but
he came straight to Belmont. Only
two men besides the senator knew his
mission, the emissary who carried the
message to Washington and the man
who sent for him. David Kerr wanted
to see him.
It was only three days before election when Senator McMinitry visited
Belmont. He went to the Hotel Belmont and took a suite of rooms, but
did not register. After talking to Da
vid Kerr over the telephone, he ordered an early luncheon for two served
In his private parlor.
Kerr arrived
before the table was spread and immediately began to explain the situation. All through the meal the two
men talked, McMinitry questioning
and Kerr explaining.
Practical politics was the business
of Senator James McMinitry just as
it was of Mr. David Kerr. Jim McMinitry liked to pose before the puh
lie and to make flamboyant speeches.
Kerr preferred to sit in his dingy real
estate office and pull the strings thai
made the puppets dance. To him
speech making and posing were like
the tinsel on a drum major's uniform,
He cared only for power, it was immaterial to him how gaudy glory was
apportioned.
"It looks like he's got you la bad,
Dave," said the senator. "I don't sec
how I can help you this trip."
Kerr slowly set down his glass 0!
.water and straightened up In bis
,har for. lie. SaCT.th:A
anti-Ker-

ndw under way. He ha'd pTayeTI Tail
with Jim McMinitry and told him just

"It's going to be for me if I caE
have anything to say about It
"Well, you don't seem to be goin?
about it very actively," retorted Ken
with the nearest approach to sarcasir
he permitted himself during the inter
view. "Even if the legislature is con
trolled by your party, you've got 8
fight on your hands. There's Con
gressman Jenkinson and old man Gra
ham down in Washington County
He's almost as strong as you are, and
his part of the state ain't had no rec
ognition for a long time."
McMinitry did not answer at once
He got up from the table and walked
to the window. When 'at last he

"Che

?ap"er"or

"WhoTTtuka

ctCaTs off.

it?"

"I don't know yet who we'll get ta
take it"
"I'll take it."
"Not much," Kerr replied grimly.
"I'm going to put it whera It won't
be no more trouble to me, and it's go
3 Jxa rn n frnnv twy lyflfetfL.1
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
If a substitute Is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheap
er medicine Is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
more than a cheap substitute, but
they give better results than any oth
er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae- fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Stings or bites of insects that are

followed by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as they
SNOW
are poisonous. BALLARD'S
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
Sold
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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Moslems of Kuweit Divide Into Ho
tile Camps Regarding Rotundity
of Earth.

The globe Is directly contrary to th
Mohammedan religion. It teaches thai
the earth is round, but their tradition
will not let them outgrow the Ptolemaic system that proclaims the earth
to be flat. The Moslems in Kuweit
have not now much trouble in accept
ing both. But this graphic geographic
evidence will hasten their advance to
the modified Islamlsm of India and
present the better soil of a more open
mind, for which the Arabian mission
has labored for more than twenty
years. .
Already the town la divided into
two distinct camps in a controversy
about the earth's rotundity. The adi
vanced party, which reads, the news
papers from Egypt and encourages
education, has aroused hostility and
enmity by introducing the study ot
geography into a large Koranic school
recently established.
Just the other day the teacher told
the boys the world was round like an
orange and rotates, and the following
day he was compelled to tell them
that they need not learn that lesson.
But the shop is having an increased
call for geographies, and when they
relaize that the Koran Is wrong about
this world they will be more ready to
believe It is wrong also about the next.
The contributors to missions for Moslems are having Increased encouragement for their, faith and support, for
last year even Kuweit was able to add
to the number of converts from Islam.

turned to Kerr the question had beet
gone over thoroughly in his mind.
"Well, Dave," he asked with a smile
"what's the answer?"
"You've got to knife your ticket
so's these fool reformers, can't carrj
Belmont."
"What'd I get out of it?" drawled
out the senator.
"Seven votes in the. house and twe
in the senate."
Again the apostle of practical poll
tics sat back and took stock of the
situation. Belmont was nothing tc
him. It mattered nothing at all tc
him how the town went as far as citj
affairs were concerned. Nine votes
were not to be despised. He was cau
tious, however, and wanted particu
lars.
"How you going to deliver?" he
asked.
"We've got that many to run this VALUE OF BREAD AS FOOD
fall and I'll let the opposition have il
their own way. Name your men now Yolks of Egg Added to Oatmeal Inif you want to."
crease Its Nutritive Worth, Says
"That many's bound to make the
Health and Longevity.
legislature ours on joint ballot."
Kerr knew this, but he was quite
No other foodstuff used by mar. la
willing to change the political com more satisfying than bread when taken with other articles of diet, and
many of the latter gain thereby in nutritive value and power of assimilation, as, for instance, milk. By simply drying the slices ol bread, thus,
making "toast," bread can. be more
readily digested. It is also more easily masticated, and for this reason
somewhat stale bread is to he preferred to that freshly baked.
Of the various flours made of cereals, wheat flour is the most used.
The finer the flour is ground, especially wheat flour, the more of tha nutritive substances are lost, and wheat
bread is poorly absorbed. Eye flour,
when it contains bran, is very badly
assimilated. Oats are even more poorly taken Up. When oats are to be
used it is best to eat the products
manufactured especially with a view
to the digestibility. In my estimation,
says a writer in Health and Longevity, puree of oatmeal with two yolks
forms a very healthful food, in which
the eggs not ouly greatly improve
fit-- ."
the taste, but also increase the nutritive value. Very valuable prepara"
'
f
tions for children's use can be mada
with oatmeal when taken with milk.
"Stopped to Talk to Him."
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plexion of the legislature of a great
state, perhaps hamper the governnoi
in wise and necessary legislation and
keep the state from having a senatoi
of Its own choice, all to hold Belmonl
for his own. McMinitry was no less
willing to change victory into defeal
and hand the city over to the rapacity
of the Interurban Railway Company,
only to retain his senatorial office.
"All right," he consented, "but
you've got to do two things: take
care of some of the boys and muzzle
the News. I can't have that papei
making trouble for me."
"I'll take care of the boys all right,
and I've told you what I'm going tc
do I'm going to buy the News."
"Can you?"
"I've got to have It, and I don't care
how, but it's got to be mine."
"Got any idea?" asked the senator
"No, but every man's got his price
Jim, in 6ome form or other." If he
had time for reflection, David Ktri
would have enjoyed this remark, since
it was given a humorous turn by the
fact that he had just discovered the
price of the junior senator from hi
own state.
'TU go up to the postoilico and call
on some of the boys," said McMinitry
aa Kerr rose to go. "I'll have to teil
Davidson and IVake. When you gel
.word to them that the News Is fnendWvt 4 ptioS llivi WC?0, 5,iiS. you've
got three Cays; that estht to ta

"Celestial" as Applied to China.
Everyone knows the epithet "Cele
tial" applied to China, but tew know
its origin. According to a very old
legend, Thibet is a fragment of a
planet, once peopled by a yellow racei
which 'in some way became detached
and fell on the earth. The dazed iiv
habitants of the fragment wera unim
jured, and, cold and hungry, they
made their way toward China, which
they peopled. This origin of the Chi
nese race led to their calling them,
selves "Celestials," and it ia for t'nla
reason that the emperor calls him-ei- l,
Son of Heaven. Such, at least, is lae
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Celery, Large Blue Plums, Large

Yellow Plurris

Just What You Have Been
Looking For

Stearns Store
ICE COLD BUTTER fllLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANYTIME - 15c GALLON
,

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PhonmMalnil

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIM WAGO N
L

I.

i

Sidewalk Skates

Bacharachs want your orders for GOVERNOR'S DAY TO BE OBSERV$1 55 for the $2.00 Kind
shoes.
Adv.
special
ED IN FITTING STYLE BY LAS
VEGAS PEOPLE
10c for White Enameled Mugs.
Will Fugate has purchased a Ford
10c for Pointing Trowels. (
runabout and his friends are waiting
The following list contains
the
15c
for Screen Door Seta Comfor their first trip in it
names of the business houses that are
plete.
to close their doors at noon tomorrow
20c yard for best Table Oil
Auto service to Camp McDonald in honor of Governor's
Day, and also
Cloth.
tomorrow.
Call
"Whalen
Garage, that their clerks may visit Camp Mc
Main 344.
75c
for $1.25 Tennis Rackets.
Adv. Donald and witness the
military festi
25c, 35c, 45c for Tennis Balls.
'
vities:
"The Palace of Flames," a picture
5c for three Nest Eggs.
John H. York, Bacharach Brothers,
you will
The Charles
always remember.
5c for 3 dozen Clothes Pins.
Rosenthal, Palace Clothing
Browne tonight only.
Adv.
company, Las Vegas Undertaking com6c for Blue Seal Vaseline.
pany, Perry Onion, J. T. Buhler, W. F.
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Cellers Dry Goods company, GeaDoll,
In wood. Direct from the distillery
5c for Maple Door Stops.
ring's Hardware store, Rosenthal Furto you. At the Lobby, of course.
85c for $1.25 Galvanized Rural
niture company, C. D. Boucher, First
Adv.
Mail Boxes.
National Bank, John Shank, J. H.
See Our Big Line of
Street car service to Camp McDon- Stearns, R. J. Taupert, J. A. Taichert,
Mrs. Frank: Strass, Fred Nolette, B.
CAST ALUMINUM WARE
ald will be maintained at
Intervals after 12:30 o'c'iock tomor- R6seuwald and Son, C. V. Hedgcock,
Mercantile company,
Vegas
row afternoon.
Adv. Las
This Week at
Charles O'Malley, Las Vegas Steam
John-seJ.
C.
Hillbrand,
Laundry,
Joseph
"The Pa'iace of Flames," a $50,000
and Son, Peter Roth, O. M. Ward,
production In four reels, at the
and Sena, J. Y. Lujan, Stern
Lopez
Browne tonight only. No advance In
and
Nahm,
Ludwig llfeld, Sabino LuAdv.
price.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
jan, Charles llfeld company, Ike Davis
The Greater Las Vegas band will Las Vegas Lumber company, Romero
play tonight in the Plaza. The band Mercantile company, M. Danziger, Marhas many new pieces and an enjoy- tin Delgado, d. Gutierrez, M. Green-bergeable concert is assured.
Plaza Trust and Savings Bank, GOVERNOR'S RECEPTION
Appel Brothers, Hoffman and Grau- Street car service to Camp McDon- barth, O. Maloof, Jose Fidel, Joseph
TO BE BRILLIANT
ald will be maintained at
Browne and
Fram,
Manzanares,
intervals after 12:30 o'c'iock tomor- Gross, Kelly and Company, P. J.
row afternoon.
Adv.
the Graaf and Hayward ComARRANGEMENTS
HAVE
BEEN
pany, Peoples Bank and Trust comMADE TO HAVE COMMERCIAL
The Las Vegas council of the pany, Mrs. Standish, A. C. Young, G.
CLUB ROOMS DECORATED
Knights of Columbus will meet this H. Kinkel, Investment and Agency
8
in
at
the Corporation and the San Miguel bank.
o'clock sharp
evening
Final arrangements for the Commer
O. R. C. hall. All local and visiting
"
cial
club reception tomorrow night for
knightB are invited to be present.
"PALACE OF FLAMES"
Governor McDonald and his staff and
The "Palace of Flames," which the the officers of the New Mexico Na
The greatest, grandest and costliest fire production ever produced, Browne theater will show tonight is tional Guard have practically been
that the affair will
"The Palace of one of the most marvelous pictures completed,
costing $50,000.
Flames,'' at the Browne tonight only. ever produced or shown, in any thea- be brilliant In every respect. The club
No advance in price.
Adv. ter. This wonderful film was staged rooms will-bprettily decorated by a
at an expense of $50,000, and is en- committee of ladies, and It Is
expected
Bacharach's have just received a acted by Europe's most famous artist, that the quarters will take on a pleas
line of sample shoes made by Zlegler Signor Zaconi, assisted by the com- ing appearance. Refreshments will be
Bros. Place your order for special plete cast of jl e celebrated ' Itala served.
sizes for fall with us now. English company, producers of "The Fall of
Governor McDonald is expected to
walking shoes shown in a number Troy" and other big extraordinary arrive in Las Vegas this evening, while
'
j
Adv. features.
of desirable leathers.
Mrs. MoDonald arrived this afternoon.
The destruction of the palace by The officers of the state
militia have
Thirty-on- e
employes of the Santa fire is a truly magnificent sight This signified their Intention of attending
scene
alone cost $30,000, the build- the
Fe Railroad company passed through
reception In a body, and no doubt
here in a special car this afternoon ings destroyed being a total loss. It the affair will be a huge success. The
en route to Needles, Cal., from Chi- is not exaggerating to say that those dancing will start
promptly at 9
cago. They will gather certain sta- who are fortunate enough to witness o'clock. The affair will be
interesting
tistics for the Santa Fe at Needles. Palace of Flames exhibltidn will have because of the costumes. The offi
no regrets, and that they will concur
cers will attend in dress uniform,
The First regiment band will give with all others who have seen this while the ladies will be
prettily
a concert tonight in front of the Dun astonishing picture that it will be gowned. From the
number of Invita
remembered'
as
the most won tions
can opera house, announcing the big long
issued the reception will be
boxing card that Is to bo staged. The derful and startling film ever shown largely attended, and
Secretary Stark
in
Las Vegas.
band also will play several selections
already has received a number of acbouta.
In the opera house between the
ceptances. A royal good time is to
Manager W. P. Southard of the be expected by all those who attend.
Jim Inyard was arrested yesterday Las
Vegas Traction- company, has ar
afternoon by Officer Jesse Hunzaker
service
ranged' to maintain
on the charge of drunkenness. This to
Camp McDonald tomorrow after- JULY
morning he was brought before Judge noon, beginning at 12:30 o'clock. All
D. R. Murray and sentenced to serve
persons who wish to witness the
8 O'CLOCK TONIGHT
ten days on the streets for his misde ceremonies at the
canjp upon the
meanor.
visit of Governor McDonald will have
an opportunity of reaching Camp Mc PUBLIC IS INVITED TO WITNESS
A party of the residents of El
Donald easily at convenient hours.
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
left that place this morning
AND CERTIFICATES
for Hermit's Peak, where they will
If
a
build
big bonfire this evening.
This evening at 8 o'clock in the
the Las Vegas citizens will take a
hall of the New Mexico
assembly
glance towards Baldy they may see a
Normal University the second section
pretty sight.
of the largest class ever graduated
by any state institution will receive
At a meeting of the executive com
its diplomas. This class, counting
mittee last night it was decided to
the number that graduated last May,
hold' the union evangelistic service
is larger than the combined number
next Sunday nvorning In the Presbyof graduates that received diplomas
terian church. The evening service
from three of the leading schools of
will be held, as laBt Sunday, in the
the state.
Duncan opera house.
Major E. P. Bujac will deliver the
BEST THAT class
oration and as he is an able
speaker a treat Is promised all who
On account of trouble on tha coast
attend.
lines of the Santa Fe Railway comThe exercises this evening will
8
Nos.
were
and
trains
late
lo
pany,
close the most successful term - m
in arriving in Las Vegas today. Train
the history of the school, a total of
No. 8 arrived here at 2 o'clock, while
288 students having been enrolled
We
No. 10 reached here only one hour
during the summer; 134 ot these stulate. Nothing was learned of the
dents reside outside of Greater Las
trouble on the coast lines.
Erne-nake-

.

will always be a success if you serve Chase

:

Sunobrn's

"

Any food testes good witn it
THE GBAAF & IIAYWARD CO. STORE

la Heme of llie

J.

C. JOHNSEN

N. M.

DesI of Everything Eatable

Emm reads the m m

SON

r&

COMPLETE HOME FUR.NISHER.S

Jefferson. Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

S. B. Davis,

Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

H.

---

Vice President.
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

'r-

FIRST NATIONAL BANS
OF LAS VEGAS.

N

V.

Capital, f 100. 000 Surplus, and Undivipki.

PwoKi ih $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Bankic.

In a rest
--

$1,050

Paid on Timo Deposits

FULLY EQlilPPFD

AT VfiUH

Blii

Telephone or call and we will have our demo-

nstrator show

you

Les Vegas Automobile' ft filacbine
Phone Main 344.

A

haltn,

Co

Fowler Props

&

DUY AH AUTO DEL VERY WAGON
Insure
Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Fxpmnso

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable In operation cheaper than horse power

3
I

.1

j

--t-

t:

THE
CAN BE MADE

Yesterday evening while riding on

the Boulevard, Arthur Baca,

employed

at the O. G. Schaefer drug store, was
seriously Injured when, he was knocked from his horse by a; stone thrown
from the midst of a crowd of soldiers
who were walking down the street, according to his story. Baca was riding to the East side and as he wat
passing the militiamen they Bhouted
at him to stop. Not thinking it necessary that he obey orders from them
Baca continued on his way. Seeing that
he would not stop one of the militiamen threw a large stone, hitting Baca
on the head and rendering him unconscious. A broken finger and numerous
ether Injuries were received by Baca.

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES

AND

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

ciii
PHONE MAIN

4 and 21

tween the eastern railroads and their
conductors and trainmen, pending at
tempts to djust labor difficulties, continued today, but the employes showed that they were growing restive.
The delay in settling terms of arbitra
tion, they say, Is costing the unions
$8,000 a day.
The men said today
they were not satisfied with the con
cessions made yesterday by the railroad managers.
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELO COC1PMIX,

Street car service to Camp McDon
intervals after 12:30 o'clock tomor-aiwill be maintained at
row afternoon.
Adv.
EMPLOYES NOT SATISFIED
New York, July 24 The truce be

7
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SEAL BE AND COFFEE

Sole Agents for Las Vegas,

We are showing a most complete line at reasonable prices.

SANITARY
BAKERY GOODS

&

Good Old Summer Time
Is Hammock l ime

'

THE: BREAKFAST

-

u

1

Por-ven- ir

Sole Agents

"

-

ROSENTHAL

COffiNCfiltlT

G ross, Kel I y & Co.

y,;

,

Best Ball Bearing

I

YOU CAN GET

v? A

GIRLS

BOYS

HAVE A HALF- HOLIDAY

Try a dram ot oia Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Cauliflower

JULY 24, 1913.

If ILL

1ANY FIRMS

LOCAL NLWS

Ught automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

THURSDAY,

"
.

Agents

SALE
Furniture of a

house complete, Including a very handsome
maple bed room suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
seat, rugs, chairs, etc.

birds-ey- e

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell

aTi

together If possible.

CALL OR PHONE

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
603

LincoVn

Avenue.

